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Dedicated to those doing something for the world.

You know who you are and what I mean.
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“The day the power of love overrules the love of power, the world will
know now peace.”
- Mahatma Gandhi

“Be the change that you wish to see in the world.”
-Mahatma Gandhi

“The dissenter is every human being at those moments of his life when
he resigns momentarily from the herd and thinks for himself.”
-Archibald Macleish

“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed.
Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as being
self-evident.”

-Arthur Schopenhauer (German philosopher, 1788-1860)

“The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of

comfort and convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge

and controversy.”

-Martin Luther King Jr.
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“People are always blaming their circumstances for what they are.

I don't believe in circumstances. The people who get on in this world

are the people who get up and look for the circumstances they want,

and if they can't find them, make them.” - Mrs. Warren's Profession, 1893 .

- Bernard Shaw

Life is an exciting business, and most exciting when it is lived for others.
- Helen Keller

As far as we can discern, the sole purpose of human existence is to kindle
a light in the darkness of mere being.
- Carl Jung

Life is not about waiting for the storms to pass...
It's about learning how to dance in the rain.
- Vivian Greene

We must be willing to get rid of the life we've planned,
so as to have the life that is waiting for us.

The old skin has to be shed before the new one can come.
- Joseph Campbell
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My definition of a ‘New Paradigm’

Creating a world that makes a difference for everyone from new ideas and

their applications.
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An Important Request

The messages do not have to be read in their order, you could pick any message title

that interests you, however, it’s the author’s request that you look at message #1 first

because it creates the context for the others.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #1 Introduction

-By Paul A Philips

This is part of a series of vital, urgent messages designed to help humanity through the

forthcoming years. There will be difficult times ahead. However, it is much easier to see

the light when in a tunnel. – Call it a spiritual teaching, and from this perspective the

human race will be given the opportunity to transform. In short, we-the- people must

work together. We must define the rules of engagement and take back our sovereign

power and rightful ownership over this planet. We have reached the beginning of a

significant time period whereby there is a window of opportunity for planetary

transformation to occur. This has to be done. To be bluntly realistic, it is a do-or-die

situation.

This and the other forthcoming messages have four common characteristics: They

contain the four stages that provide the necessary knowledge for humanitarian

understanding and how we can be co-creators in birthing a new paradigm experience.

The stages are.

1. Get The Realization

...That things are seriously not right on this planet. You have been massively deceived.

Just about every subject under the sun: Business, banking, finance, politics, the military,

science, energy, education, academia, the entertainments industry, history, ancient

history, archaeology, the medical pharmaceutical, religion and the media ...etc. is routed

in lies and deception.

–All this fraud has been shaped by a relatively small number of individuals to keep

their matrix of control over the planet. Sometimes known as the ‘dark cabal’ they
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comprise a number of extremely wealthy families and associates. Besides having the

hold on banking and finance they also own the world’s major commodities: weapons,

oils, drugs and gold... Their network of control is leveraged by the profits made from

these commodities. Meeting in groups or secret societies they discuss their ongoing

hidden agenda plans for enslaving humanity through global domination. This has been

going on for centuries over the family generations with their associates.

Their plans have been very effective. With the help of their puppet people associates,

every action planned and implemented towards enslavement has been done in small

baby steps so that it basically goes by unnoticed by the rest of the population over the

years. They own and have controlled the mass media; suppressing or filtering out any

information revealing their ulterior motives.

-In short, stage 1 is the realization; an understanding of how the above works. How it

affects and limits your freedom.

The enslavement agenda has now reached a critical point, which indeed, leads to the

next stage, the conclusion that...

2. Something Has To Be Done

Having got the realization that there is an ongoing enslavement agenda which includes

you as one of its victims and gained some understanding over the way it works, are you

going to do anything about it?

It’s certainly not the intention of the author to evoke panic or fear in the messages.

Instead, the intent is to warn you of the gravity of the situation: To raise your awareness,

bring on a sense of urgency and therefore reach the firm conclusion that something

needs to be done. Not ‘one day’; next month or next year... but now. Yes, NOW.

If nothing is done, then the world may well turn into a global fascist dictatorship with

all the hallmarks of that contained in George Orwell’s 1984 novel; a big-brother-is-

watching-you militarised police controlled state, one government, one central

bank...People treated like dogs; lame, docile, coerced into obedience…

Do you have children? Is this what you want for their future, because it’s heading that

way? And what about your children’s, children? What will you say to them when their

old enough to understand what’s going on in the world and their freedom is greatly

restricted because these awful circumstances have come true? What will your reply be

when they ask “Hey, what were you doing over the years when those changes were

made for it to end up this way? WERE YOU DOING ANYTHING ABOUT IT?”
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3. Get Active

It is time to rise above our selfish preoccupations and view life in a greater way. Making

sacrifices like watching far less TV to get active in birthing the new paradigm

experience is certainly a good start. What other sacrifices could be made?

Trick is to realize that it’s NOT the case of “How can little ole’ me possibly make any

difference to a situation of this magnitude?” No, you can make a difference. Consider

the analogy of throwing a small rock into a large pond. This may be thought of as

something that would cause little disturbance to the water. However, after the small

rock is thrown and hits the pond it then causes concentric water ripples to spread out far

and wide… -This in effect is what happens when you get active with the solutions to

what has been learnt from the above stage one realization. Getting active means:

1. Spreading the word, shining a light on the dark cabal, exposing them for what they

are, making others aware of what they’re doing to humanity… and 2.Doing your ’inner

work’ (more on this crucial key factor in later messages). -With these solutions we can

cause enough ripples to co-create a world far away from the doom and gloom. Just

‘keep on keeping on’, your ripples of cause and effect, your solutions will reach out and

broadcast more far and wide than you can ever imagine...I promise.
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4. Build the Road to a New Paradigm Experience

After having achieved something extraordinary together: Got active and created

effective solutions, overcame the evil dark cabal and took back our rightful ownership

of this planet, we-the-people must then focus on building a road to take us to a new

paradigm experience, a world that makes a difference for everyone, where we will be

living in abundance and freedom.

-I will be writing a lot about this stage in later messages. However, in the meantime, I

will take a broad view by stating that it takes three vital things for a society to work. A

society must have.

1. Self-sufficiency

2. Unity and

3. Discernment; the ability to recognise friend from foe…this will be as important as the

other two when we transform and take on a wider perspective.

On a more personal level we must continue to no longer live as ‘victims’ or be

in a state of ‘victim consciousness’. It must also be remembered that truth,

honesty and integrity is the mortar that holds together life workability.

-These are necessary ingredients for The Greater Way and a New Paradigm

Experience.

This concludes my first message, pleading you to see a greater way, join me and be part

of the team of co-creators birthing a new paradigm experience.



The Greater Way

There are those aware enough to realize that

What exactly does this mean? Let me explain with an analogy.
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Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

-By Paul Philips

Message #2

The Realization

There are those aware enough to realize that nothing in the world is as it seems.

What exactly does this mean? Let me explain with an analogy.

Experience

nothing in the world is as it seems.

http://www.clker.com/clipart-movie-clapper-board.html
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The state of the world can be likened to that of an imaginary movie. The setting is a live
theatre show. Here in the auditorium something very odd is going on. The audience find
themselves strangely rapt with attention at the stage performers, almost to the point of
hypnotic trance. The performers, a bunch of adept con artists, tricksters, magicians,
conjurors and jugglers…not seeing it as a mere stage act all the things they do and say
are generally believed by the audience to be for real!

Okay, true that some have caught a glimpse of what’s going on backstage and realised
that it’s all an illusion but they are in a small minority, ignored by the rest.

As this great extravaganza show of smoke and mirrors continues, the audience have no
idea of the dire situation they’re in and what’s really happening: Even if they realized
and tried to break away, no longer finding themselves mesmerized by the performers
they would not go very far. The doors of the auditorium have been purposefully locked
to keep them entrapped.

Something else is worth a mention. Although the performers carry out the stage acts,
most of what they do is dictated to them by certain individuals hiding behind the
scenes. Indeed, these individuals are the ones really calling the shots and controlling the
show. The audience have no idea of their existence and how they are to be the hapless
victims of their insane dark hidden agenda:

Under the instruction and influence of these individuals hiding behind the scenes

controlling the show, the performers turn offensive towards the audience and after

destroying the audience in whatever way they can the performers then turn on

themselves. In the final reel of this horror movie, hopes of escape for the few survivors

amongst the carnage are soon blighted when the controllers behind the scenes destroy

the auditorium, causing it to go up in smoke and flames…

In the last scene the camera goes someplace else and focuses on a fine untarnished

building, another auditorium. Here another show will soon begin and be played out in

the same destructive way as before, care of those hidden controllers who operate from

and reside some place far, far away...

What does all this represent?

The auditorium is planet Earth. The theatre performers are those selected by the

backstage hidden controllers to run the planet. They comprise a small number of

certain senior politicians, corporate execs, royals, financiers, academic authorities,

military and industrial leaders... i.e. an elite few at the top of various hierarchical

organizational trees working together. Their illusory stage acts represent the lies,

deceptions and cover-ups given out to the human race to keep them in servitude, fear,

dumb-down and fallen victims to their ongoing hidden enslavement agenda. As
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mentioned in the audience analogy most of the human race has no idea that anything is

going on.

Representation of how the elite running the planet

at the top of various hierarchical trees operate.

Note how the masses below are affected.

One of the most useful forms of control used by those running the planet to keep the

human race in ignorance, misinformed and misled is the false mainstream media

construct. Programmed and brainwashed to the point of almost total distraction

humans have allowed themselves to seriously lose touch with reality and nature.

Who are the ‘hidden controllers’, the ones telling those running the planet what to do?

–For now, to avoid complication and confusion, their identity will not be mentioned.

‘The doors of the auditorium purposefully locked to entrap the audience’ symbolises

how the human race is unknowingly losing more and more of its freedom to those

controlling and running the planet. This has been going on for a very long time. The

powers that be are very cunning, resourceful, careful and extremely patient: Every

action planned and implemented towards enslavement has been done in small baby

steps so that it goes by unnoticed over the years.
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As mentioned in the film analogy, some have noticed and caught a glimpse of what’s

going on back stage and realised that the theatre illusion is a massive deception used to

cover up the ulterior motive, but they are in a small minority, ignored by the rest…

Insidious; masquerading as we-care-for-you, while covertly hostile in approach, it has

now been considered by those controlling and running the planet that everything has

been put in place and there is nothing you will be able to do about their hidden

enslavement agenda. Taking the USA situation as one of a number of countless

examples, there has been a lengthy list of steps planned to lead to the codification of

martial law... Like the stage performers analogy, how long will it be before these powers

that be drop their disguises and turn on the people? The saying ‘resistance is futile’ in a

global fascist dictatorship rings true for them.

I would not be writing these messages if I considered this to be the case. I will be

providing effective solutions later. In the meantime do not be in fear over the situation.

Treat this as an opportunity for action, a clarion call. Join me and be part of a winning

team that will stop the enslavement agenda and birth a new paradigm experience.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #3

-By Paul A Philips

River of Love & the Planned Destruction of Islam& Christianity.

Throughout the entire universe there ebbs and flows a metaphorical river. It flows in the

direction of unconditional love and light. Anyone can ‘hook up’ to it and go with the

flow. It’s not hard to do since this is your connection to God and who you really are.

However, there are a small number of individuals working together with plans to stop

the river flowing in the direction of unconditional love and light. Call it overly

ambitious flights of fancy or just plain delusions of grandeur, these individuals have

plans to take a very, very small part of this great universe river; the area that flows

throughout planet Earth, and make it flow in the opposite direction…and it doesn’t stop

there. Their ultimate goal is to get the entire river flowing in the opposite direction! Of

course, the whole insane plan is doomed to fail and their futile attempts may well result

in chaos.

Bearing this in mind, certain events over time, secretly planned, have currently

manifested into what looks like the brink of world war 3. The real reasons for wars are

not given to you in the history books. Truth is wars were and are secretly manufactured

by those individuals, the hidden controllers running the planet, for political gain, huge

profits for their weapons industry, population reduction and advancement of the

enslavement agenda. In short, wars are a massive deception. If only those countless

millions who had died fighting had known about these ulterior motives…
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The desire to stir things up and make 3 world wars happen began as far back as the mid

to late 1800’s. A documented example as proof of this can be found in the form of a letter

written by Albert Pike, a world leading Freemason and agenteur of the hidden

controllers running the planet. Basically, the letter to fellow Freemason Guiseppi

Mazzini (mafia founder) outlines the need to secretly manufacture three world wars by

dividing and stirring up religious and political differences between nations: Zionists

(state of Israel) V’s Arab Moslems, and encourage involvement from allies,

sympathisers... i.e., those taking sides then joining in with the conflict.

Pike stated there would be mutual destruction of the many nations involved. A social

cataclysm and godless world disillusioned with religion including Christianity would

soon follow. There are many examples where high-ranking Freemasons have shown

intensions to destroy Christianity.

“If in order to destroy all Christianity and religion, remember that the end justifies the means. Those we

have taken to deliver the human race from religion, are nothing else but a pious fraud which we will

some day unveil.” (Adam Weishaupt)

The actualised ‘Protocols of Zion’ give further support for intended suppression of

Christianity.

Having secretly postulated the above for global political control, an openly Luciferian

indoctrination was planned for the world.
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Masonic handshakes Cameron – Sarkozy and Gaddafi – Obama

–All the above principles are being applied today and like I’ve said, care of the hidden

controllers running the planet and their Masonic lackeys: presidents, prime

ministers…and other serial liar, traitor to humanity leaders… could result in world war 3.

More Masonic handshakes Prince Charles – Shimon Perez and Chinese leader – George Bush

Just in case you haven’t yet caught on and missed the point from the first two! To summarise:

Masonic Handshakes
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Humanity has already been inducted into the satanic indoctrination, the New World

Order cult; that which goes against the river flow of unconditional love and light, defies

morality and natural order… and humanity is falling deeper into its unrelenting

clutches, too comatose, programmed, brainwashed, deceived, and selfish… to realize that

anything is going on.

See, the real enemy is not some country against yours or some terrorist group (secretly

state sponsored as a pretext to impose laws leading to further restriction on your

freedom)… The only real enemy, the only ‘us against them’ is we-the-people against the

hidden controllers running the planet. All else is a mere deliberate distraction.

What’s really going on here is a spiritual war. Whether it’s at the group or individual

level all things manifest as a result of where we are at spiritually. We need to jump out

of this arrested development, wake up from the hypnotic trance, lift off the cover and

see those evil machinations for what they are and reconnect more fully with the river

flow of unconditional love and light. An advocation of vigilance, responsibility and

commitment is needed. When our consciousness is raised through making these choices

we can then engage effectively in the spiritual war.

Engaging in the spiritual war involves peaceful activism. Spreading the word, exposing

the deception and doing your ‘inner work’ which involves taking a look into your inner

being, spending some time in meditation, affirmations, prayers, intention for peace...

acting on your conscience… whatever is appropriate to you: The more you spread the

word and do your ‘inner work’ and get people doing the same, the more powerful we can

be in influencing the outcome. Thoughts manifest reality. Those hidden controllers

running the planet and their lackeys are greatly outnumbered. This is their biggest

weakness.

References

Kaiser Wilhelm believed the Masons were responsible for the Great War.

Andrei Krylienko (The Red Thread).

A Child of the Century, Ben Hecht

http://www.yamaguchy.com/library/cikkek/wilhelm2_10.html
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #4

How the Mass Media Controls Consensus Reality

-By Paul A Philips

-"The people will believe what the media tells

them they believe." - George Orwell

-“It’s not a matter of what is true that counts but

a matter of what is perceived to be true.”
-Henry Kissinger

-“Whoever controls the media controls reality.”
-Peter Jennings.

-“When a well-packaged web of lies has been

sold gradually to the masses over generations,

the truth will seem utterly preposterous and its

speaker a raving lunatic.”

-Dresden James.

In an earlier message I wrote: “Nothing in the world is as it seems.”On one level, the

‘theatre of illusion’ world we live in believed by many to be true can be mainly

attributed to two things.

http://www.whale.to/a/orwell.html
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1. The hidden controllers running the planet have managed to manipulate the

mass media and in effect control consensus reality. This has been done to

produce the desired behavioural patterns; thoughts, opinions, attitudes, social

norms… in the masses so that they can be ruled over. In short, the media is

regarded by the hidden controllers as a necessary tool for a dictatorship.

2. The majority of the human population has allowed itself to be deceived through

ignorance, deception, stupidity, chronic apathy or a serious lack of curiosity and

questioning, all somewhat bolstered by cynicism… Consumerism rules; as long as

their bellies are full and heads filled with mindless entertainment or other

gratuitous distraction... they’re happy. Genetic cloning is unnecessary. Cloning

has already been done care of the effects of mass media brainwashing.

Taking the above two factors into account let’s look at just how the mass media controls

consensus reality.

Tool for a Dictatorship

The hidden controllers regard the human population as nothing more than sheep

incapable of looking after themselves, needing to be shepherded. This has been made

abundantly clear over the years by spokesmen/agents for the controllers advocating

mind control techniques in the mass media for shaping human thought.

–I would encourage looking up names such as Walter Lippmann (1920’s on), one of the

founding fathers of the Council on Foreign Relations, the Tavistock Institute, England

who have ties to freemasons, Harold Lasswell (1939-40 Rockefeller funded), Sir

Alexander King for the Club of Rome in the 1990’s touting the advantages of new

communications technology as an agent of change for a ‘one world order.’ ... It’s quite an

interesting insight.
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In through the backdoor of the subconscious mind

"If we understand the mechanism and motives of the group mind, it is now possible to

control and regiment the masses according to our will without their knowing it."

-Edward Bernays

For me, one of the most interesting advocates was Edward Bernays. Most people today

probably wouldn’t be familiar with him, but will know his Uncle, Sigmund Freud and

many could well have been at some time in their lives under the extraordinary

influence of his ideas. Having studied his Uncle’s work, Bernays knew how the

unconscious worked and how it could influence others without them knowing. He very

successfully took his ideas to the mass media in the form of subliminal advertising

through subliminal perception.

This occurs when we perceive something in the media like, for example, an advert, but

only a part of it reaches our consciousness awareness. The rest of the advert, containing a

hidden message, is perceived by our subconscious and because we are unaware of this

can cause us to behave in certain ways without knowing why. I call it’ in through the

backdoor of the subconscious mind’. These ‘in through the backdoor’ hidden subliminal

messages in mass media can influence us in many ways and without doubt as Bernays

had predicted has been as major influence in controlling people’s thoughts, opinions,

attitudes without them ever being aware of it.

Now take a look at these examples of subliminal advertising. Most people have found

this piece of conniving trickery quite fascinating:
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At first glance, this looks like a perfectly innocent advert for the 18-30 club, but when

looked at closely you can see the carefully planned out sexual connotations. The same

applies to the advert below. In both cases the adverts are planned so that the unaware

prospective customer will only subconsciously perceive the various sexual positions

hinted at (but will go on to the buy the holiday..?!).
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Doctors have been used to advertise smoking cigarettes. Look at these 1950’s adverts.

The scheme behind this relates to the subliminal thought that Doctors are trustworthy

figures. So people then get the idea in their subconscious that it’s healthy to smoke

Camel cigarettes...

Remember, subliminal perception is used to influence the masses in a wide range of

things; political, educational and scientific indoctrination...etc.

Arrested Development

The mass media has been and still is a useful tool for the controllers in holding back

opportunity for real human growth and development: It has become a massive dam of

lies and cover-ups; holding back a wealth of knowledge for raising conscious awareness,



self-sufficiency and unity for the human race. The result is basically a planet full of

people going nowhere in their lives whi

further restricting their freedom.

Media Monopolization

Roughly over 20 years, it stuns me to write that the entire mass media ownership in the

USA has gone from 50 to just 5 corporations: AOL

Vivendi Universal and Viacom.

The idea of having so few media corporations means that the

more easily be in charge of what they want to release to the people

means giving the public at large one limited viewpoint, one voice, one point of view, one

propaganda message…to produce consent.

destruction in Iraq…’ used to engineer consent for the war in Iraq.

A shift in the Wind

-“If a nation expects to be ignorant and free

what never was and never

be safe without information. When the press is free ,

every man is able to read, all is safe

- Thomas Jefferson

An ignorant population does not look to see

authorities or understand rights and therefore provides little opposition to a

dictatorship. If we want to grow as a race we must start

learn to discern. Recognise when the media is trying to manipulate us. Whatever it is

we’re subjected to in the media, beware of the hidden ulterior motive. Perhaps it would

be better to boycott this propagandist pap altogether and instead of b

unresponsive, do something worth
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sufficiency and unity for the human race. The result is basically a planet full of

people going nowhere in their lives while the walls surrounding slowly draw in closer,

further restricting their freedom.

Roughly over 20 years, it stuns me to write that the entire mass media ownership in the

USA has gone from 50 to just 5 corporations: AOL-Time Warner, Disney, Sony,

Vivendi Universal and Viacom.

The idea of having so few media corporations means that the hidden controllers

more easily be in charge of what they want to release to the people. This, in essence,

means giving the public at large one limited viewpoint, one voice, one point of view, one

propaganda message…to produce consent. For example, ‘There are weapons of mass

destruction in Iraq…’ used to engineer consent for the war in Iraq.

“If a nation expects to be ignorant and free, it expects

what never was and never will be … The people cannot

be safe without information. When the press is free ,

every man is able to read, all is safe.”

Thomas Jefferson

An ignorant population does not look to see the greater way, never questions

authorities or understand rights and therefore provides little opposition to a

dictatorship. If we want to grow as a race we must start educating ourselves.

Recognise when the media is trying to manipulate us. Whatever it is

we’re subjected to in the media, beware of the hidden ulterior motive. Perhaps it would

be better to boycott this propagandist pap altogether and instead of being listless or

unresponsive, do something worth-while, campaign for the truth…

sufficiency and unity for the human race. The result is basically a planet full of

le the walls surrounding slowly draw in closer,

Roughly over 20 years, it stuns me to write that the entire mass media ownership in the

Time Warner, Disney, Sony,

hidden controllers can

. This, in essence,

means giving the public at large one limited viewpoint, one voice, one point of view, one

here are weapons of mass

, it expects

… The people cannot

be safe without information. When the press is free ,

never questions

authorities or understand rights and therefore provides little opposition to a

educating ourselves. Be able to

Recognise when the media is trying to manipulate us. Whatever it is

we’re subjected to in the media, beware of the hidden ulterior motive. Perhaps it would

eing listless or
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #5 the Education System Deception

-By Paul A Philips

Like many things: the food industry, the medical-pharmaceutical establishment, the

mainstream media… the elite corporate/ banker hidden controllers have also

standardized the education system through funding. For example, many years ago in

the USA, much money was poured into education by the Rockefeller created National

Education Association with the help of the Carnegie Foundation and later on the Ford

Foundation and this was not done out of the kindness of their hearts. -The result of the

efforts of such organisations can be seen worldwide today in the real purpose of the

education system which is to teach children and young people:

1. Conformity to authority figures.

2. Acceptance that ‘truth’ and what is ‘real’ comes from authority.

3. Reward comes from accurate memory recall from heavy repetition.

4. Non-compliance will be punished.

Thus, the real purpose of the education system is to cultivate conformity and prohibit

critical thinking about anything of real importance.

Starting at 4 years old (and what could be a better age to start a mass indoctrination)

then by the time an individual comes out of the education system, some 12 years plus on,

they would have had more than their fair share of programming and brainwashing,

unable to really think for themselves. –As Einstein said, ‘real thinking is to think the

unthinkable.’ Any genuine outside-of-the-box thinking having significant

humanitarian or mother Earth friendly benefit, if pursued, may well be ignored,
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quashed, ridiculed or suppressed by the influence of those hidden controllers if it is

perceived as a threat to any of their businesses:

Unsung Heroes

Here’s a list of just some of history’s truly great humanitarian outside-of-the-box

thinkers with their innovative ideas/products that have never been able to see the

light of day due to the above reasons. I bet you never studied these ‘taboo subjects’ in

your formal education training:

Raymond Rife and his Universal

Microscope for curing cancer. After

successfully curing cancer patients , the

Rockefeller owned American Medical

Association later had this work laid

down to rest by closing down Rife’s set

ups.

Linus Pauling – ‘Unified Theory’ cure for

heart disease. Due to greater interests in

corporate profitability and perceived

financial threat, this highly successful

cheap alternative therapy has not been

allowed that much attention.

Nikola Tesla

– Wardenclyffe Tower Project- free

energy. Due to undercutting the cost of

the conventional electricity grid system,

Tesla’s funding was stopped. His

equipment and lab was burned down.

Adam Trombly – Free energy dynamo.

Proven free energy by accessing

electrical power from air, but never

allowed to see the light of day...
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Wilhelm Reich-Cloud bursting and weather control.

Again this workable mechanism for producing rain clouds for crop irrigation in drought

areas was stopped by those ever watchful lackeys for the hidden corporate /banker

controllers.

Allowing something like this could lead to food abundance and greatly contribute to

ending world hunger. However, the controllers don’t want world hunger to end. If this

happened it would make it more difficult to control these people in what would no

longer be third world countries. .. Don’t forget, their hidden enslavement agenda.

–Thus, essentially, the corporate based education system with its carefully selected

curricula covertly serves to impede or stultify real human growth.

The corporate funded education establishment just wants you to fit into the system. This

is totally consistent with the Pink Floyd song ‘All in all, you’re just another brick in the

wall.’ Those individuals most programmed and brainwashed by the education system

are likely to be more successful than others. Take for example, at job interviews. Having

a greater corporate mindset is more likely to get the job than others: This ‘mindset’

resonates with interviewers of similar disposition…
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On the subject, too-big-for-their-boots-corporations are soulless greed machines with

all the hallmarks of a psychopath. Don’t be deceived by the effrontery, they care very

little about the planet and the people on it. Coldly, to the corporations an employee is

just a resource, no more than a piece of office equipment, equally expendable, hence the

department human ‘resources’. To the corporations, ‘making enough money’ doesn’t exist

in their vocabulary. How can it possibly exist when it’s not in their thoughts?

There is so much poverty in the world: A billion people having to live on a dollar or less

a day, roughly every 5 to 7 seconds a child dies of hunger… Ultimately, this is a result of

the corporation’s lack of investment. –I digress.

We are living in a corporatocracy; a corporate run and controlled world. Given that the

Presidents and Prime Ministers, i.e. most senior politicians are not in power to serve the

people, they are ultimately there to do the deeds of the corporate agenda, then it fully

stands to reason that the education authorities serve to follow corporate directives.

Filtering In Academia
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Carefully monitored by the controllers over the years, academic institutions have

taught science with some major assumptions. These assumptions are more than ever

receiving challenges questioning their validity. However, anyone in academia who

dares to seriously challenge the official indoctrination; walks too far away from the

white line laid down by the authorities, posing a major threat to the establishment’s

iron-clad beliefs, then they could find themselves getting shown the door. Indeed, this

has happened before.

Here are the assumptions in science that have received some serious challenges

1. Darwin’s Theory of evolution as an explanation for the origin of life.

2. Human civilization is around 5000 years old.

3. Louis Pasteur and the Disease Theory.

4. In physics it is said that consciousness is separate from our physical world.

5. The space between things is just emptiness.

All false, I say! I will be writing about this in later messages. -All creditable challenges

to the above 5 things receive little attention in academia or mainstream media: This

kind of filtering, whether it’s in science; not giving the whole picture, or with any other

subject, is done as part of a plan by the controllers to keep us in ignorance, misinformed

and in a ‘no growth’ situation.

The higher up in academia, the more specialised and therefore more blinkered a person

becomes. These individuals may be unaware of the full picture and ignorant of the facts

that contradict the official established line. Unfortunately, these people such as the old

fart professors, instead of having an open mind and willingness to see beyond their

limited beliefs, indoctrinations... they tend to rather arrogantly defend themselves and

ride roughshod on those who dare to challenge.

The Solutions
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Don’t blindly accept what the authorities tell you or anybody else. Instead of acting

like blind slaves, believing you’re free and oh so educated, as Einstein said, do not stop

questioning. When you are satisfied with what you have found and if it is different to

the official line, have the courage and integrity to speak up, spread the word. As more

people become aware of the suppressed knowledge in academia and the benefits it

could bring to society, there will be greater chances of these findings getting acted on:

There are such things as free energy and successful cures for all sorts of diseases... They

have been about for many, many years.

Now the ball is in your court. Don’t take my word on anything I’ve said, start questioning

?

?

?

?

Real education is not to ‘put in,’ it is to ‘take out.’
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #6

Are You Getting What These Messages Are About?

-By Paul A Philips

“Humanity has reached a critical juncture. The choice is freedom or tyranny.”

New World Order Global Domination V’s the New Paradigm Experience

Are you getting what these messages are really about? If you have read through and

followed previous messages then you will realize that they are all about you. Indeed,

these communications serve as your clarion call to action: To inspire you to urgently do

something towards making the new paradigm experience happen by:

1. Spreading the word, shining a light on the dark cabal, exposing them for what they

are, making others aware of what they’re doing to humanity… and

2.Doing your ’inner work’ - look into your inner being, spending some time in

meditation, affirmations, prayers, intention for peace... acting on your conscience…

whatever is appropriate to you. -Thoughts manifest reality.

3. Chose love over fear... – As your way of going about the above.
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Have you carried out any of the above actions yet? What can you do..? If you haven’t

done anything, then how about choosing three people in your life who you could make

understand what this is all about…

Remember, without the critical mass number of individuals needed for the new

paradigm experience to happen the future of the human race will look very bleak.

PS-The hidden powers that be with their tyrannical New World Order global

domination agenda won’t mind if you ignore this message.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #7

-By Paul A Philips

How the Medical/Pharmaceutical Establishment Sets Out to Deceive You

Unless you display ostrich-like behaviour, burying your head in the sand saying ‘I’ll be

alright…’ you should be well aware of how a range of degenerative diseases such as

heart disease, stroke, cancer, diabetes… could cause serious illness or even take your life

and therefore require an obvious need for precautionary measures. Especially when the

statistics can alarmingly show that these diseases are on the up.

It may come as quite a shock to some people to learn that when it comes to the

treatment of disease the medical/pharmaceutical establishment does not have your

health as best interest at heart.

We have been massively deceived, programmed and brainwashed on health matters.

The above hierarchical tree is a representational expose showing the connections

between the elite few at the top: pharmaceutical owners, senior politicians and media

bosses with their propaganda machines and how they’ve managed to pull the wool over

peoples’ eyes for many, many years. They have managed to convince almost everyone

from health professionals, academia to Joe public that this highly expensive profit

model is the only way to handling illness, but it is definitely not.
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-They don’t want you to know that unlike the medical/pharmaceutical regime with its

expensive drugs, there are cheap, non-toxic alternative successful cures with very little

or no side effects .

For examples, for treating cancer there’s the widely successful metabolic nutritional

approach used in: ‘Gerson therapy’ and ‘Latrile Therapy’ and there was the lamented

Universal Microscope devised by Raymond Rife. The latter, was witnessed and signed

off as 100% successful; 16 out of 16 patients who had been labelled ‘hopeless cases’ were

cured by a staff of 5 medical doctors. However, over the years, this treatment was never

allowed to see the light of day with the public at large because the costs had undercut

the orthodox medical/pharmaceutical approach. The practice was soon shut down and

equipment was seized by authorities. –All this for saving lives. For heart disease there’s

the Linus Pauling’s unified approach … If the public at large knew about these cheap

alternatives, the elite would no longer have a hold with their huge profits and power

gains made through orthodox medicine:

Plus Plus Equal$ $$$$$

Medical Government the Media Huge Profits

The pharmaceutical corporations make huge revenues from drugs and in turn the

government get their share from taxes while the media are sponsored by the former two

to advertise pharmaceuticals and ignore, ridicule or misinform people about successful

alternative cures.

Consequently, countless numbers of individuals have died and of course are dying,

falling victim to those mortal illnesses. Who knows, if only they had known about the

life-saving potential of alternative cures... and what about their uses as prevention?

Pharmaceuticals do not cure, they only treat the symptoms:

The leaking Roof Analogy
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Now here’s an analogy, let’s say you have a leaking roof at your home. You call in the

building maintenance man, explaining your problem. Having looked around, he sets

out to fix the problem. What does he do? Fortunately, it’s not raining today, nor is it

going to be for the next few days, so he replaces the old stained ceiling wallpaper with

new and to make a nice job, paints it. Then he cleans the carpet and re-varnishes the

table where the drip, drip, drips had been spreading, making their mucky marks... Then,

finally, he gives you a hefty bill for his work, saying he’ll be back in about a week to do

the same thing again just after the next time it rains and the drips come back!

-This, of course, is quite absurd. However, it’s an analogy to what is happening to

patients being treated by the medical/pharmaceutical establishment with their drugs.

Instead of dealing with the root-cause, the patients are only being treated for the

symptoms or knock-on effects, just like the maintenance man (who could have

permanently stopped the problem of the leaking roof by getting to the root-cause and

repairing the hole in the apex of the roof…right?). So the sickness/leaking roof keeps

recurring and money continues to be made…

Sadly, doctors, ever since medical school, have been misguided through being unaware

of the alternative treatment available. Or they have not been allowed to use it because

it undercuts the pharmaceutical treatment costs.

To this end, there are basically 4 ways in which prevention and cures can be made. This

comprises:

1. Dietary Habits and 2. Exercise

Doctors have had very little training on nutrition. They receive only a matter of hours

on the subject in their whole 5 years at medical school. When they graduate and

embark on a career, just like academia, they can become so specialized and focussed on

the proprietary symptoms set out, they devote very little or no time at all to the root-

cause of illness. This compartmentalization with its protocols laid down really suits the

medical/pharmaceutical establishment. After all, they wouldn’t want to even think

about looking at incentives for a cure when treating symptoms brings them highly

viable market shares from drug sales.

Between medical training and receiving the waves of authoritative orders sent down

from the top of the hierarchical tree of the pharmaceutical establishment, with its

subsequent peer pressure all round, we can understand the mindset of the health

industry workers and why they are so bent on symptoms. If you don’t believe me, try

talking tom some regarding the subject of cures and see how non-responsive they can

become!
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The underlying root-cause of disease can be seen from this perspective:

Because of a change in the body’s normal metabolism due to long tem POOR DIET and

usually the accompanying lack of exercise, illness shows up as a consequence. The

metabolic processes go into a ‘makeshift’ response, caused by a change in the normal

supply of the necessary nutrient materials needed from diet.

The effective solution is to therefore undergo a change in dietary habits. To this end, for

those who are suffering, a dedicated, systematic and selective approach is needed.

For those considered to be well, eating the right food and exercise is the preventative

way to staying healthy.

3. Maintaining a State Of Well Being

Here’s an equation you may well want to consider:
No Stress = No Illness

The way you handle stress has a great affect on your immune system, the body’s natural

defence against disease. For example, maintaining a healthy immune system is the best

form of protection against cancer. Avoid constant and repetitive anger. This can lead to

high blood pressure and poor digestion.

As you know many people devote themselves daily to checking out their physical

appearance in the mirror to see if they look good. If they spent half that time looking at

their emotions they would have transformation of the quality of their lives! How come?

Life shows up as a consequence of your feelings, though patterns, emotions: i.e. your way

of being. A clue to the truth of this lies in the Descartes statement: ‘I think therefore I

am.’ So any negative emotions: anger, fear, guilt, regret… will affect the outcome of your

life and could help develop an illness.

Be present to your negative emotions and handle them. Think happy, sing a lot, love a

lot!

4. Environmental Factors

If you are unaware, then educate yourself on the growing effects of things that make up

the environment and are potentially health threatening: Pollution; toxic chemicals;

fluoride dumping in water; electromagnetic pollution; food additives; medicines;

radiation…and learn to avoid them.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #8

The message was originally written as an article for my website. I have included it in

‘message’ form because I consider it to be very important with its life saving

implications... Please distribute far and wide at every opportunity.

Important Message to All Fund Raisers for Cancer Research

-By Paul A Philips

As fund raisers for cancer, of course, you mean well, and my respect goes out to anyone

in action with good intentions, but I regret to say, and it may come as quite a shock some

that most cancer research is a fraud. The fraud basically goes like this.

The medical/pharmaceutical establishment has no intention of ever finding a cure. If

one was ever found, then they would stand to lose huge amounts of money in revenue.

They are in the ‘sickness’ business, not health. Hence the saying goes, ‘To a

pharmaceutical company a patient cured is a customer lost’ and you know how much

corporations hate losing customers… Because the government takes in huge revenues

from the pharmaceutical companies they too don’t want cures. The third body in this

deception is the mainstream media, sponsored by the pharmaceutical companies and

the government to support them. For example, the media put out articles from time to

time that a ‘miracle cure’ for cancer cure could be on its way…but nothing ever comes of

it (and never will). There will never be a ‘magic bullet’ drug solution for cancer. Cures

like that won’t work because cancer is a whole body illness resulting from multiple

levels of cause and effect and therefore needs multiple approaches. Cancer is caused by

one or a combination of the following long-term: Toxicity, stress and poor diet. Let’s

take long-term poor diet as an example. Starting with an analogy, if someone has a

credit card it’s okay to spend something like 11 pounds today, then about 9 pounds

tomorrow and say 18 pounds a few days later… but continual spending like this over the
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years, paying very little money back, can indeed turn into a serious debt problem. In a

way the same applies with a poor diet and cancer: If a person continually neglects their

dietary requirements by excessive junk food, lack of quality food or balanced diet…

then they will run up a metabolic deficiency (inadequate running of the body’s vital

functions for life) and in the long-term this can lead to cancer.

Relating to the above long-term causes and their cures, there have been and still are

many cheap, natural and non-toxic alternative therapies that cure cancer. However,

the medical/pharmaceutical establishment don’t want you to know about this because

naturally it would greatly threaten their business by undercutting. Care of the paid off

mainstream media and their sponsors the pharmaceutical companies and the

government some of the highly effective cheap, natural and non-toxic therapies with

their brilliant, humane and authentic pioneers and practitioners have been suppressed,

ignored, ridiculed, some have even had their premises shut down by government

officials with equipment seized and had licences revoked with charges of illegal

practice…. all this for saving people’s lives. And do you really think the authorities

would take the trouble to do this if they were just hoaxers? Those that have successfully

survived the witch hunt and practice today with very high cure rates include: ‘Gerson

Therapy’, Dr Simoncini ‘Cancer Is a Fungus’ and ‘Laetrile Therapy...’ However, academic

research grants and funding is only strictly limited to the medical/pharmaceutical

approach for reasons already given.

The controllers of the medical/pharmaceutical establishment cunningly

implementing this form of mafia operation know that the alternative therapies work:

All the scientific and documentary evidence is there to support it. To this end I

encourage you to check this out. They may just stop you from falling for such nonsense

statements from the establishment such as ‘cancer, together we’ll crack it’ and all that

pink-ribbon status-symbol rubbish…if you really want to do something about ending

cancer then start campaigning for the truth in medicine, spread the word about the

establishment’s suppression of the truth. If you know someone with cancer then let them

know about these effective alternative therapies that you can also learn about:

This is a huge opportunity to genuinely make a difference and it’s your wake up call.

This message contains vital life-saving information. Don’t throw it away or dismiss it.

The medical/pharmaceutical establishment have monopolised the cancer treatment

industry with their largely ineffective therapies, those being chemotherapy, radiation

and surgery. Although the therapies may provide temporary relief, any genuine long-

term success has shown to be very low. Don’t be deceived by those telling you that they

know of someone who has been treated for cancer by one of or a combination of the

therapies chemotherapy, radiation and surgery and their fine… They may well be fine
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for some years, but the cancer may well come back because the three therapies don’t

treat the underlying root causes of cancer, which is, as I have already said, long-term:

1.Toxicity, 2. Stress and 3. Poor diet.

No medical/pharmaceutical approaches have ever cured non-infectious diseases.

They only treat the symptoms. For example, using an analogy; if you have a terrible

headache from an illness then taking tablets may make you no longer feel the pain, but

the root cause, the reason why you had the headache is still there and indeed has not

been addressed and therefore no cure has occurred. This principle and the related

deceptions already mentioned not only occurs in cancer but also in heart disease,

diabetes, colitis, arthritis, osteoporosis, AIDS… and much more. You have been deceived:

Question everything; stop believing the authorities & media. They have placed profits

above the genuine welfare concern of people.

"Everyone should know that most cancer research is

largely a fraud and that the major cancer research

organisations are derelict in their duties to the people

who support them."

- Linus Pauling PhD (Two-time Nobel Prize winner).

The High Recommendations

The book ‘Cancer Why We’re Still Dying To Know The Truth’ Philip Day from

www.credence.org 01622832386 (The help line is highly, highly recommended for

cancer sufferers).

Also ‘Great News on cancer in the 21st century’ Steven Ransom from

www.credence.org

Another book ‘Healing The Gerson Way’ Charlotte Gerson www.Amazon.com

www.cancerisafungus.org Medical Doctor Simoncini’s treatment has been highly

effective.

www.whale.to An excellent comprehensive website exposing many medical

frauds & provides solutions.

http://www.credence.org/
http://www.credence.org/
http://www.amazon.com/
http://www.cancerisafungus.org/
http://www.whale.to/
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #9

The Orchestrated Financial Fall of America and the World

-By Paul A Philips

Imagine a bus full of passengers allowing themselves to be taken on some mystery tour

chosen by the driver and his navigators. As the journey continues, it becomes more than

apparent that the bus is going to be driven off the cliff! The passengers are too much in a

state of apathy or too deaf, dumb and blind to realize what’s going on… The driver, under

the influence of the navigators, instead of slamming on the breaks, insanely decides to

put his foot further down on the accelerator pedal..!

-This is an analogy for what is happening in the USA today: The driver and the

navigators represent the political administration in charge at the White House with

their increasingly reckless spending of borrowed money that is destroying the

American economy, while the passengers are the people they’re supposed to be serving

with best interest at heart.

More specifically, America is facing the biggest crisis ever in its history.

The US national debt is now well over 15 trillion dollars.



What does this astronomical debt looks like?

Here is 15 trillion dollars stacked as $100 dollar bills next to the Statue of Liberty, an

articulated lorry and standard American and European football fields.

-The human world population is currently around 7 billion. If every man, woman and

child paid off the US national debt it would cost each person about 2, 150 dollars.

-If you had 15 trillion dollars and spent a million dollars a day it would take you over

41,000 years to use up!
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is astronomical debt looks like?

ars stacked as $100 dollar bills next to the Statue of Liberty, an

articulated lorry and standard American and European football fields.

The human world population is currently around 7 billion. If every man, woman and

national debt it would cost each person about 2, 150 dollars.

If you had 15 trillion dollars and spent a million dollars a day it would take you over

ars stacked as $100 dollar bills next to the Statue of Liberty, an

articulated lorry and standard American and European football fields.

The human world population is currently around 7 billion. If every man, woman and

national debt it would cost each person about 2, 150 dollars.

If you had 15 trillion dollars and spent a million dollars a day it would take you over

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0983668132/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=theeconomiccollapse-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=0983
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-Check your watches. For every hour gone by, the US national debt increases by

another 150 million dollars.

-Since Barack Obama has been at the White House the US national debt has risen by

well over 5 trillion dollars.

-Of course it would take years to pay off the debt, but the Obama administration has no

intention of doing this, not by one single cent.

-That means the politicians are doing nothing to stop of a once wealthy nation rapidly

change into a poor nation.

-That means money stolen from the American people and their children, and children

to be.

Going down the misinformation highway

The mainstream media is not reporting the truth. They want you to believe what

Obama is saying. That his economic policies are working and the economy is steadily

improving... This spin has been blindly accepted by a largely gullible public even

though the truth is staring at them in the face. An excellent website documenting the

truth with all the facts and figures is www.endoftheamericandream.com How long will

it be before the public stop sleeping with their eyes open, wake up and realise what’s

really going on?

Can you guess where this is going?

This situation in America is like you running a business on a credit card loan and taking

out a further loan from that credit card to pay the ongoing monthly demands. Sooner or

later you’ll reach bankruptcy, right?

-So here’s what I’m saying:

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/25-horrible-statistics-about-the-u-s-economy-that-barack-obama-does-not-want-you-to-know/25-horrible-statistics-about-the-u-s-economy-that-barack-obama-does-not-want-you-t
http://www.endoftheamericandream.com/
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The Financial collapse of America has been secretly planed with the deliberate

intention to create poverty and slavery for the American people.

As I have explained before, whether it’s the USA or any other country, the President is

not the person in charge. He has been put in this position to serve a hidden enslavement

agenda dictated to him by the real lords and masters secretly controlling the country

and the planet.

The idea of borrowing money to get out of debt can be related to the application of John

Maynard Keynes’ economic principles. This is encouraged in other countries besides

America such as Europe and Japan… The secret controllers allow these countries to

adopt huge stimulus spending plans and reckless spending because they want to see a

global financial collapse to engender political chaos.

After the financial collapse, ultimate control of the world is then planned. This will

mean:

1. Global monetary dominance with the introduction of a single ‘super currency.’

2. An abusive control system: global police/military fascist dictatorship… etc.

3. The vast majority of people will be underprivileged and poor. The middle classes

will have been financially knocked down while the super rich remain.

4. In countries such as America a lot of time, effort and money has been put in to

extra surveillance, tighter security and the weeding out of ‘troublesome people’,

while the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has acquired millions of

ammunition rounds… all this has been done under the auspices of preventing

‘home-grown terrorism.’ However, this is not the real reason. –All this has been

done to deal with the anticipation of a hostile response from people over the

orchestrated forthcoming financial hard times and planned one world order.
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5. The introduction of FEMA (Federal Emergency Management) camps to

accommodate those in financial hardship. The camps may well gradually

become prisons.

-This is what can happen when a bunch of individuals controlling the planet are a law

unto themselves.

Based all over the world the beneficiaries of the national debt deception are the

criminal corporate bankers who own central banks and the Federal Reserve.

A shift in the wind

For a workable democratic system the hierarchical tree of control has to be turned

upside down: Those currently at the bottom, we-the –people, become those at the top.

Indeed, people power does exist. To stop the hidden controllers and their enslavement

agenda we-the-people have to take back our rightful ownership of this planet before

it’s too late. The hidden controllers of the planet know that their biggest weakness is

they are outnumbered. The way to stop the criminal corporate bankers or hidden

controllers is to refuse cooperating with their moneyed interests. A mass refusal to pay

national debts would overwhelm them. We have to get our governments to work for us,

shut down the Federal Reserve, shut down the entire monetary system, press the reset

button to zero and start again without the hidden controllers.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #10

Crop Circles and the Human Intentional Code

-By Paul A Philips

I can remember some years ago overhearing a conversation between several people on

the subject of crop circles. Not the exact words, but the gist of the short conversation

went in the way of: ‘How clever those people are, like Doug and Dave, after moon

shining late one night, to cure their boredom they played a prank by secretly making a

crop circle…’ -i.e. the whole subject dismissed with a simple explanation: Crop circles

were clever human hoaxes…

Perhaps these people and others like them would not so easily dismiss the subject of

crop circles with their hoax theory had they known the following.

1. Crop circles have materialised in areas under close surveillance, sectioned off

with infra-red cameras and motion sensor detectors, during which no human

activity was found in the field.

2. Even when working swiftly, complex crop circles have taken days and days to

complete sometimes by large teams of ‘expert’ humans, while unexplained (no

human claims) complex crop circles have been formed overnight, or even in

seconds as witnessed on numerous occasions.
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3. In the unexplained crop circles, it has been found that the crops are not broken

but bent. They are bent frequently at the growth nodes, while those claimed to

be human made are broken and soon die out.

4. Forensic analysis of unexplained crop circles has produced interesting results.

They have found microwave radiation, high water vapour levels coming from

the ground, traces of magnetic particles in soils and micro-spheres of silicone

present in stems. Also, geological studies show that most unexplained crop

circles (upper 90’s %) are found to be made at aquifer (ground water) regions.

5. Seeds from the crops of unexplained crop circles undergo genetic changes, as

research has shown by Dr Levengood et al. (BLT research).

6. In early 1990’s Britain, an interest in crop circles reached the highest level in

government. Soon after, a hoaxing campaign began called ‘Operation

Blackbird.’ The idea was to catch hoaxers at work and ridicule researchers in an

attempt to quash public interest in the whole phenomenon. The manipulative

disinformation campaign with its attempts to muddy the waters of truth,

credibility and scientific evidence did not dampen public interest. In the 90’s,

like others, ‘Doug and Dave’ later confessed to false claims over making certain

crop circles: On one occasion they had been caught on camera claiming they

made a crop circle that was made before their arrival!

7. One of many things mainstream media rarely mentions is the fact that most

human crop circles are not as skilfully made as those unexplained.

8. There have been many reports of seeing in the sky: orbs, balls of light, metallic

objects or UFO’s during the making of crop circles.

9. During the making of unexplained crop circles, a propagated wave from above

bursts down causing intense heat and sudden movement in the crops. Rather like

a shock wave from an explosion. Later, insects can later be seen stuck in the waxy

part of the crops’ stems which had melted and then solidified during cooling,

while the nodes end up elongated, swollen or exploded.
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Crop circles may be presented as puzzles. Some more complex than others, because the

higher forces who made them want to see a commitment from us as a race to understand

their meaning: The crop circle mystery affects the lives of those who study them.

The human intentional code

The massive butterfly crop circle on page 1 (530 metres x 450 metres) was made close to

the town of Goes, South Holland (Netherlands) in August 2009. Nothing cryptic about

this one, the message is quite simple to understand: Are we going to transform as a

human race like a caterpillar into a butterfly! Just like the page 2 crop circle made at

Hailey Wood near Ashbury, Oxfordshire, UK, in July 2007, the butterfly symbolises a

joyous spiritual evolutionary metamorphosis with all those accompanying things like

revelation, freedom, creativity, self-expression, enlightenment, growth, vision, colour

and beauty… -Is this consistent with all the other predictions of a new paradigm

experience or forthcoming golden age for the human race? Can so many different,

people, cultures and circumstances be wrong about us being in the throes of big time

change? After all, isn’t it high time we escaped the confinements and limitations of the

cocoon to fly freely into the world?

Has the prime creator, God, laid down the blueprints for us to move through this

transition into the new paradigm experience or golden age? If this is the case, then I will

say that for it to happen we have to play our part in awakening our human intentional

code deep within. This, I believe, is already happening in many different ways. Some

are aware that it’s happening while others aren’t. As I have said before in other

messages, the trick is to remember that you are part of the creation, not separate.

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_4A9r9yKkkNs/SltOCz68ccI/AAAAAAAADcI/U0DYgtl-weg/s400/chrysallis
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Introduction -By Paul A Philips

Message #11

How to Create a World That Makes a Difference for Everyone

Many people after realizing that the planet is secretly controlled by those elite

corporate/bankers with their hidden agenda plans to enslave humanity may react in

counterproductive ways. Such negativity will not allow them to see the greater way nor

contribute to the creation of a new paradigm experience, a world that makes a

difference for everyone: Comments like “There’s nothing we can do about it…we’ve had

it” or “We’re screwed…” are common examples from such people. If I thought this was the

case then I certainly wouldn’t be writing these messages. Those who make such

comments only see the situation from a limited viewpoint: If we-the-people and our

personal reality was simply limited to the 5-sense-meat-and- wires bodies in a

basically 3D world then I would have to admit we would be screwed, but this is

definitely not the case.

Each and every one of us is a multidimensional conscious being capable of operating on

many levels of cause and effect, beyond the 5 sense 3D reality. From these higher levels

we are capable of making things manifest in such a way that can defeat the elite’s

enslavement agenda plans and bring into existence a world that makes a difference for
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everyone: Where, unlike today, cooperation would be above competition, caring,

sharing freedom, love, peace and light would rule…

Take a look at yourself. Remember, everything shows up as a consequence of where you

are at with life. On all levels of your life; relationships, job, finances, political situations...

every circumstance going on around you and beyond only reflects what’s going on

inside you; your thoughts, feelings, emotions...way of being. Given that the part reflects

the whole and the whole reflects the part, how do we use our multidimensional ability

to create a world that makes a difference for everyone? Here is an excerpt taken from

the ‘Handbook for the New Paradigm.’ That helps to answer the question. This book is

available as a free download and I will provide a link later.
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Beneath all creation is a foundation, as might be referred to as the ‘everlasting arms.’

This foundation is unseen but relentlessly present or creation could not have happened

in the first place nor continue to expand and experience itself. Beneath all are the laws

that have, do and will apply into infinity. To acquaint oneself with these laws and learn

to apply them individually and collectively will bring into creation the new earth and a

new understanding of ‘heaven’.

As in all things, it is necessary to begin at the beginning. The laws as explained in the

Handbook for the New Paradigm and its sequels are briefly as follows:

1. The Laws of Attraction: like attracts like.

2. The Law of Deliberate Intent: what is intended and held resolutely within

thought, word and deed manifests.

3. The Law of Allowance: allowing what is intended to manifest while using the

observer mode to be awake and aware while continuing to hold the focus

without being rigid as to the outcome. (Allowing thought to think!)

4. The Law of Balance: applying the first 3 laws and focussing within the present

moment.

Within the ability to comprehend, accept and apply these Laws, lies the future design

of mankind’s experience. The Laws of the Universe allow those who help themselves to

be helped. Within victim consciousness, the need to be rescued rather than bring about

their extrication by changing their attitudes and actions is a trap. Its siren call keeps

mankind like crabs in a basket. Each one pulling back any attempting to climb out.

Help is at hand and all that is possible to be given in correspondence with the shift of

consciousness within the collective human belief systems is being given.

For a free download of this book go to:

http://www.nohoax.com/media/Handbook_for_the_New_Paradigm.pdf

-Once understood and applied, the above 4 principles are all that’s necessary to make

the new paradigm experience manifest, a world that makes a difference for everyone.

The biggest shift needed for humankind is to change from being on a level of victim

consciousness to victor.

See next message

Are You One of Life’s Victims?

http://www.nohoax.com/media/Handbook_for_the_New_Paradigm.pdf
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #12

Victim Consciousness Are You One of Life’s Victims?

-By Paul A Philips

Are you finding yourself in any of the following situations?

 Not getting recognition for something…

 Getting no response at all in seeking to develop a relationship....

 Where you conclude that you are not loved or not loved enough.

 Where you don’t consider yourself to be of any real worth.

 Or not deserving.

 Been wrongly accused of something.

 Been the victim of an unprovoked attack (verbal or physical).

 Going through patterns in life, ones that repeat themselves where you end up in

pain or trauma.

 Going through patterns where nothing ever seems to go your way.

 Unable to express yourself. Finding yourself in an emotional block, or maybe

even gone as far as leaving you to conclude that ‘nobody understands me…’

-This is not an exhaustive list but if you have really found yourself in any of the above

situations then it may be because deep down you are operating on the level of victim

consciousness.
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In life, things manifest as a consequence of where you are consciously at. Thus, the

external circumstances surrounding you are mere mirror reflections of what’s going on

inside you: Indeed it will be no surprise to find yourself in any of the above situations if

your thoughts, feelings, emotions, and attitudes find you consciously at the level of

‘victim.’

What are the hallmarks of a victim?

Here are some hallmarks. Can you see yourself in any of these? Be honest with yourself.

 Sweeping generalizations – Something happens in a victim’s life. Instead of it

being seen for what it is the whole thing is blown way out of proportion: “Because

the tambourine is slightly out of time the whole orchestra of my life is not

working…”

 Payoff V’s Cost – Victims like to maintain the status quo. Any useful practical

advice given to them may be ignored or invalidated. This refusal to change, not

take advice and ‘winning of the argument’ to make themselves always right is

their payoff, but the cost is far greater for them: they stay a victim.
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 Living a life based on having what you don’t have rather than having what you

have. – Many victims have a whole history related to ‘what life should have

given them’ instead of expressing gratitude and counting their blessings…

 Dwelling heavily on ‘it shouldn’t be like this...’ instead of focussing on solutions.

 Never good enough. This is a sure fire way of setting one’s self up and finding

victim hood circumstances.

 Wanting to be rescued – Victims like to shrug responsibility by doing nothing

constructive to solve their problems, choosing to wait for someone else to come

along and take care of them instead. For instance, a woman in hard times could

be waiting for a rich and dashing handsome man to come along, sweep her off

her feet and solve her financial problems...

 Not able to think, feel and be themselves – Consciously, unconsciously or

subconsciously, victims have given away their creative power and freedom to

someone or something external to them. This is quite a deception because many

victims have no idea that this has happened to them.

The Oxford English Dictionary defines victim as ‘One who is reduced or destined to

suffer under some oppressive or destructive agency.’

Most humans on planet Earth are on the level of victim consciousness. Unable to

really think, feel and be, or even realize who they truly are, they have given their

creative powers and freedom away to a destructive/oppressive agency hell-bent on
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deceiving and manipulating the population into a global prison. I am indeed talking

about the elite ‘dark cabal’ that I have writing about extensively in previous

messages.

Thus, overall, the total human population as a group is at the level of victim

consciousness. Before getting in to the solutions, let’s look at how things manifest as a

consequence of this ‘planetary victim consciousness.’

 About 1 billion out of the 7 billion humans totalling the world population have

to live on just 2 dollar or less than 2 dollar a day.

 Following on from the above gross imbalance allowed by a human race mainly

out of greed, ignorance, apathy or uncaring, about 35% of the total global

wealth is owned by less than 0. 5% of the world population.

 Every 5-7 seconds a child dies of hunger.

 Many people, particularly those collectively making up the western world are

significantly in debt. In effect, these people have become nations of debt or wage

slaves, where many live under the illusion they are free.

 Generally, the human race has been strung along with endless streams of tail-

chasing situations…

…The list goes on…

The elite dark cabal has seeded the human race with mind control programmes.

They control our thoughts through politics, religion, media, education…and fear… to

stop us realizing who we really are. Consequently, we have given away our

responsibilities, creative powers and freedom and thus, through our own making,

manifested a world that holds us in chains.
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Finding answers to the problems

First thing to realize is that defeating victim consciousness comes from a focus of

attention on your inner being. Look at what mechanisms go on inside (thoughts,

feelings, emotions, and attitude…) to make life show up for you as a victim. Then

make the necessary changes. For results, achieving the opposite of the above

‘hallmarks of a victim’ or handling them in a way that is empowering is a guide.

Responsibility, self-observation and a vigilant awareness is the key. Now is the time

to take control of our lives by making the necessary empowering changes that take

us from victim to victor!
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #13

Occult Symbolism in Corporate Logos Pt – 1

-By Paul A Philips

Can you see a reptile hidden in the above British Telecom logo? Don’t read on, look first

to see if you can find it. If you can’t I’ll tell you. – It’s a red snake starting at the top left

with the head and then going down diametrically… Yes that’s it, but what is this doing in

a telecommunications company logo? Anyway, I’ll go on with the message.

As I have stated before the matrix of control over our planet is shaped by just a small

number of elite individuals known as the ‘dark cabal,’ made up of extremely wealthy

families and associates. They are able to implement their planned secret global

domination agenda from the money made through ownership of banks and major

corporations. –Thus, in effect, we are living in a corporatocracy, a corporate based run

and controlled world: The Presidents and Prime Ministers, i.e. most senior politicians are

not in power to serve we-the-people, they are ultimately there to do the deeds for the

elite’s corporate agenda, which does not have our best interest.

These elite individuals with their plans for global domination meet up in secret

societies: Believing in its powers and practices, they are heavily into occultism which

can be traced as far back as ancient times and indirectly this is why people in urban

environments are bombarded with corporate occult logos. How many people know

about the intended affects of these occult logo symbols on the general public?

Basically, corporate occult logos give the elite an opportunity to advertise their

insignia, display their occult beliefs and their power and give out a hidden message

that goes something in the way of ‘we control you and you have no idea of what’s going

on because you’re too stupid to work it out or too blind to see the meaning in these

symbolic logos...’
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Care of the Rockefeller ‘secret Chicago school’ the elite have poured tons of money into

producing these symbols from research in cognitive psychology, neuropsychology

and biology… with their affects.

Of course, corporate occult logos are not direct proof of those overseeing them having

an involvement in the occult, but I ask you this.

1. Why is it that so many different corporations use the same occult logos? There

are only a limited number to chose from, when alternative designs could have

been created from an infinite number of choices.

2. Why are occult logos chosen when they have nothing to do with the products

marketed?

So, the intention of this message is to get you to recognise these symbols, understand

what they represent and how their marketing works on you. Once you know this you

will no longer be the affect of them.

666

Considering that the book of Revelation (chapter 13) has used 666 to describe the

‘mark of a beast’ this has to be regarded as one of the most sinister logos. Remember, it

has been said that anything occult does not come from God and is therefore satanic…

Note the Vodafone ‘6’ disturbingly looks like the teardrop in the Klu Klux Klan symbol.
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The Pentagram

Like 666, the pentagram has had a history of avoidance, while other people attracted

such as the ruling elite, believing it to be an object of magical powers. The pentagram

can be traced as far back as ancient times in Sumeria, Egypt and Greece. It has been

tied to Neo-pagans and Freemasonry...

Prometheus lighted Torch

This comes from Greek mythology. Prometheus stole fire from the Gods at mount

Olympus then gave it to mankind. It is the illuminati ‘torch of illumination’

representing esoteric knowledge (more on this in a later message).

http://www.floatingbanana.com/artbackwash/satan_logo2.gif


Better Business Bureau Columbia Pictures Standard Oil

Like other corporate logos the lighted torch with its symbolic meaning is said to be

deeply embedded in our collective unconscious. Corporations chose these logos for this

reason, aware that they inherently attract and influence us.

Saturn

This symbol goes back thousands of years since its cult worship began with Semitic

civilizations. Besides having the name ‘El’ the supreme deity, god Saturn has been

called the ‘Lord of the Rings.’

rings are exchanged at weddings: to honour the occult god Saturn.

ritual that nobody ever questions folks.

The wearing of the Jewish yarmulke, monks shaving the top of their heads in the form of

a circle, halos placed above the heads of saintly people an

headgear one again represents the same ritual:

homage to the round rings of the

Saturn has also been symbolised by the ‘black cube’ a remnant from the ancient worship

of El, which can be seen today in different parts of the world like, for example, the
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Better Business Bureau Columbia Pictures Standard Oil

Like other corporate logos the lighted torch with its symbolic meaning is said to be

deeply embedded in our collective unconscious. Corporations chose these logos for this

reason, aware that they inherently attract and influence us.
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civilizations. Besides having the name ‘El’ the supreme deity, god Saturn has been

‘Lord of the Rings.’ It may come as quite a surprise to many that this is why
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ritual that nobody ever questions folks.

The wearing of the Jewish yarmulke, monks shaving the top of their heads in the form of

a circle, halos placed above the heads of saintly people and why kings wear round

headgear one again represents the same ritual: Because they all symbolise and pay

the round rings of the god Saturn.

symbolised by the ‘black cube’ a remnant from the ancient worship

be seen today in different parts of the world like, for example, the
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http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_X7igbyFfqhw/SNBRd-Zq5AI/AAAAAAAAArs/oofRm7ftx0A/s1600-h/BBB.gif


sacred cube at Mecca where Muslims make their pilgrimage. University graduates

wear black robes symbolising god Saturn and a cap (Mason’s mortarboard).

Again, like the lighted torch I wi

now I will keep it to the confines of corporate logo and its use in symbolism.

The Nike logo Internet Explor

-Occult Symbolism in Corporate Logos Pt
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sacred cube at Mecca where Muslims make their pilgrimage. University graduates

wear black robes symbolising god Saturn and a cap (Mason’s mortarboard).

Again, like the lighted torch I will be doing another later message on ‘Saturn,’ but for

now I will keep it to the confines of corporate logo and its use in symbolism.

The Planet Saturn

The Nike logo Internet Explor

Occult Symbolism in Corporate Logos Pt – 2. Continues in Message #14

sacred cube at Mecca where Muslims make their pilgrimage. University graduates

wear black robes symbolising god Saturn and a cap (Mason’s mortarboard).

ll be doing another later message on ‘Saturn,’ but for

now I will keep it to the confines of corporate logo and its use in symbolism.

The Nike logo Internet Explorer

. Continues in Message #14
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #14

Occult Symbolism in Corporate Logos Pt – 2

-By Paul A Philips

It is recommended that part 1 be read first, especially if the reader is unfamiliar with this

subject. Remember, corporate logos carry symbolic meaning said to be deeply

embedded in our collective unconscious. This is why corporations chose these logos in

marketing, aware that they inherently attract and influence the public though most

remain woefully ignorant of their darker occult new world order connections .

The Pyramid and the All-Seeing-Eye

As seen printed on the back of a dollar bill (above) the pyramid and all-seeing-eye

embodies the secret occult organisations that continue to control America. Since this

symbolism is frequently used in numerous corporate logos it may also serve as a

statement by the controllers that they own the world through business and banking.
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This symbol can be traced back thousands of years with The Great Pyramid of Giza,

Egypt. Symbolically, the base of the pyramid represents the people at large ‘incomplete

and wanting’ while the top or capstone represents the enlightened few: the elite

corporate/banker world controllers. The all-seeing-eye of enlightenment has been

described as the ‘eye of Horus’ especially when shown above the pyramid. Another

description is Lucifer the ‘light bearer’, indicating the involvement the elite have with

the said dark satanic forces. It is understood that the elite will replace the missing

capstone (see above dollar bill photo) as a symbol of completion when they achieve

total global domination.

The bank of Estonia UK intelligence agency MI5

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-y4zc1aL4_hg/T6ub2KUpabI/AAAAAAAADMM/wVnNyDMif-o/s1600/citgo_logo.jpg
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Sun Symbols

The sun has been worshipped in places all over the world by many different ancient

cultures. Here are just some examples.

Sun God Place of Origin Comments

Amaterasu Japan Sun Goddess

Apollo Greece Worshipped by Geeks and Romans

Sol Invictus Rome
Emperor Constantine was a high priest of the
cult

Freyr & Sol
Norse
(Norwegian)

Garuda India Hindu people

Huitzilopochtli Mesoamerica Astec sun god, while Inca sun god was Inti

Liza West Africa

Lugh Celtic

Ra Egypt
Represented by a solar disk Ra was one of many
sun gods

Antiquity has shown many different forms representing the sun. Examples include the

circle and the point: Two perpendicular lines were made to cut though the centre point

to form the ‘sun cross.’ and may or may not be represented with a circle. In ancient Egypt,

Horus had a ‘solar disk’ above his head while Ra was depicted with a ’solar halo’. Male

sexuality is represented in sun symbolism by the phallus as depicted in the obelisk, or

the Tau and ankh crosses. The sun was considered to be a ‘wheel or chariot’ transporting

the soul into incarnation and the world.

Today, sun symbolism is quite common in corporate logos.
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See below for comparisons with the Gulf corporate logo and Horus solar disk. You’ll also

see the Japanese ‘rising sun’ flag sneaked in to show as an example of the extent to

which the symbol is used.

The Winged Disk

Used in many parts of the world, by, for example, certain isolated cultures in Australia

or S. America. Also used by Persians and Assyrians but the most commonly linked

country with this symbol is Egypt, found in tombs, temples and papyri. The aten (one of

the names of the sun in Egypt) as seen above with wings and 2 serpents represents

perfect symmetry, duality and balance. Like ancient Egyptian mystics, this symbol has

been used by Freemasons for ritualistic magic and invocations.
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This symbol represents a transportation form for the perfect soul to find its way back to

divine oneness, the source of creation. Consequently, it is used in the automotive

industry and is also an aeronautical symbol of sorts:

Looking at the Chrysler logo in more detail notice the all-seeing-eye replaces the sun.

The Vesica Piscis

The vesica piscis is produced when 2 circles of the same radius overlap in such a way

that the circumference of one circle touches the centre of the other:

http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/logo_chrysler.jpg


This symbol is called piscis because the area at the centre where the circles overlap can

be likened to that of a fish (Pisces). Used as a Christian symbol, but originated from

Pagan sacred geometry, it also has associations with the female principle, desc

the ‘vulva of the goddess,’ the central interconnecting circles (yoni) representing the

‘divine passage’ relating to sex and the union between male and female.

The symbol’s occult relationship with birth, rebirth and regeneration has been

traditionally carried on from ancient times by the Freemasons.

Chanel logo
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The Vesica Piscis

This symbol is called piscis because the area at the centre where the circles overlap can

be likened to that of a fish (Pisces). Used as a Christian symbol, but originated from

Pagan sacred geometry, it also has associations with the female principle, desc

the ‘vulva of the goddess,’ the central interconnecting circles (yoni) representing the

‘divine passage’ relating to sex and the union between male and female.

The symbol’s occult relationship with birth, rebirth and regeneration has been

onally carried on from ancient times by the Freemasons.

This symbol is called piscis because the area at the centre where the circles overlap can

be likened to that of a fish (Pisces). Used as a Christian symbol, but originated from

Pagan sacred geometry, it also has associations with the female principle, described as

the ‘vulva of the goddess,’ the central interconnecting circles (yoni) representing the

‘divine passage’ relating to sex and the union between male and female.

The symbol’s occult relationship with birth, rebirth and regeneration has been

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Vesica_Piscis.svg
http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/mastercard1.gif
http://vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/chanellogo.jpg
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #15

Words &Reverse Occult Symbolism

-By Paul A Philips

Human Rights

Putting something into words doesn’t just mean labelling known circumstances: Words,

when used creatively, can literally bring something new into existence and into being.

For example, human rights were created in this way. They were not known until

someone brought them into existence and into being by putting into words spoken for

the first time from what they saw as inhumanity and unfairness.

Now fast forward to today. I started off one of my earlier messages with the statement

‘Nothing in the world is as it seems.’ Most people have no idea that the world is full of

occult words, terms and symbols. They are not there by accident. They have been

created to bring certain things into existence and into being. Unlike human rights being

there for the benefit of humankind these words, terms and symbols have been created to

exploit and manipulate.

To get some idea what I mean take a look at the following words, terms and symbols.

The law ‘court’

There’s the tennis court, squash court, basket-ball court…and the law court. Why is it

called the law court? Yes, I know court signifies an enclosed area but the real reason for

its name is because like the aforementioned sports there is a game going on: The ‘ball’ is

knocked back and forth between the prosecution and defendant teams. The ‘referee’ or

judge as in the sports games is dressed in black because he symbolises freemasonry and

occultism. The judge sits three tiers or steps high because that represents the 3 degrees
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of freemasonry: The black robe worn is indicative of the planet-god Saturn lord of law.

The same Saturn honouring applies to black robes worn by students on graduation day,

while the cap, known as the mortarboard represents freemasonry, I digress.

‘Earring and hearing’

Saturn has been called the ‘lord of the rings.’ During a marriage ceremony people

exchange rings on their fingers to pay homage to Saturn; an occult ritual that has gone

on for 1000’s of years and most people are indeed clueless of its existence … A similar

thing applies to earring (hearing) signifying the command given to women to listen to

their god Saturn and wear earrings…

‘Money is water’

Water is directed by the riverbanks that control the water current-cy, cash flow of the

liquid assets. It’s been said that some spend money like water. Actually, money is water!

Bankrupt companies having no cash flow are termed insolvent. Since the Roman

Empire money control has been categorised by 2 laws. There’s the law of the land which

varies according to the country you’re in and the law of water. The latter is called

Maritime Admiralty which connects commerce to water and is the same throughout the

world. A ship is called a ‘she’ because in commercial terms it has female characteristics.

I’ll explain: A cargo ship arrives and docks at a berth (birth). ‘She’ delivers or produces

let’s say 100’s of thousands of dollars worth of goods through water (amniotic fluid).

Each of these goods when taken on land has to have certificates of manifest (birth

certificates).

Can you see that this makes us all Maritime Admiralty commercial products? We, the

products, were delivered through mother’s waters (amniotic fluid) and given a birth

certificate to officially I.D us… We are an asset number to the country/corporation in

terms of work and money making potential for them. This is why your birth certificate is

documented in the department of commerce and you’re worth a lot of money on the

stock market. –All this and no one has any idea that it’s going on. As you can see you’ve

literally been played since day one. These are the real games that go on. The sports

games are just mere distractions folks.

‘A lean’ and ‘illegal alien’

In places such as the USA and UK illegal immigrants will always be allowed. This is

because the hidden powers that be don’t want you to know that they have an agenda to

allow genetic mixing with the indigenous people of the land and there are plans to

destroy the national identity of that country (see Agenda 21). Secondly, an immigrant is
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regarded as an asset to that country if money is made for the corporation/country

regardless of the resident citizen’s disapproval of his/her presence. –Yet another

example proving we live in a corporatocracy not a democracy. However, if the illegal

immigrant is not earning money for the corporation/country then ‘a lean’ will be put on

that person. ‘A lean’ is a threat which occurs when someone is unable to pay their dues.

So, in the case of the immigrant unable to pay the corporation/country his/her dues

the terminology changes from ‘a lean’ to ‘a-l-i-en.’ Hence you have the tern ‘illegal

alien.’

–Like I’ve said, words don’t just label things already there. It’s about creatively putting

something into words and bringing it into existence and into being. Indeed the above

shows just a few examples of the many words containing hidden occultist meaning.

Words in reverse

‘Amor’ or love, the platform for freedom reverses to ‘Roma’ Rome an evil empire

embodying power and restriction of freedom…



‘Amgod’ infinite possibility which is who you really when reversed becomes

Restricted and stultified growth… see the above (right) quote from Robert Anton

Wilson.

On a lighter note we have ‘live.’

becomes d’evil the devil. ‘God’

Reverse Occult Symbolism

Christian cross Inverted satanic cross

The cross –Besides representing sacrifice and salvation through Jesus’ death, t

has many other religious connotatio

universe. The inverted satanic cross has been viewed as the antithesis of what the

Christian symbol stands for…

Pentagram
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infinite possibility which is who you really when reversed becomes

Restricted and stultified growth… see the above (right) quote from Robert Anton

live.’ When reversed becomes ‘evil.’ On the subject

‘God’ is ‘good’ without an ‘o’…

Christian cross Inverted satanic cross

representing sacrifice and salvation through Jesus’ death, t

her religious connotations and symbolises the physical nature of the

universe. The inverted satanic cross has been viewed as the antithesis of what the

Christian symbol stands for…

Inverted Satanic pentagram

infinite possibility which is who you really when reversed becomes ‘Dogma’

Restricted and stultified growth… see the above (right) quote from Robert Anton

On the subject evil

representing sacrifice and salvation through Jesus’ death, the cross

ns and symbolises the physical nature of the

universe. The inverted satanic cross has been viewed as the antithesis of what the

Inverted Satanic pentagram
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The pentagram – With 5 points, the one pointing up represents the spirit, while the

others are the elements; earth, fire, air and water. It is believed to have protective

powers against evil spirits. In freemasonry it is known as the ‘good God’ while the

inverted pentagram is the ‘evil God,’ also known as the ‘goat of Mendes.’

Hopi Indian swastika Nazi swastika mirror image opposite

The Swastika – has served to represent quite a range of different cultures and creeds

going as far back as ancient times. For example, you have the Hopi Indian swastika (left)

which represents a spiritual journey. Beginning at the centre, each arm represents the 4

directions; north, south, east and west where the spirit journeys and extends into the

ethereal realm. The right-angled turns making it differ to the conventional cruciform

represent the physical journey undertaken.

Indeed the Nazi swastika has greatly tarnished the respectability for this symbol,

standing for racism, genocide and eugenics… The swastika was reversed from being

right- handed like the Hopi version which esoterically represented the positive aspects

of light and creation to the left-handed which stands for black magic and destruction.

Incidentally, Black and Red – symbolises Satanism because black does not give off

light while red is the lowest colour in the charka system…

-Indeed, there is much more related to the above symbols but the purpose of this was to

briefly show that they have been brought into existence and into being as a display of

what they represent to certain individuals and groups in terms of the their thoughts

deeds and actions.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #16

5 Things You Should Definitely Know About Voting

-By Paul A Philips

Since childhood I can remember some people voting describing it as a way of exercising

their democratic right. As part of my upbringing this political sentiment had been

deeply instilled in me. Those intending not voting were sometimes reminded that our

forefathers had fought for this ‘democratic right’ and to abstain would be nothing short

of apathy. Other comments that still continue today include “voting for a small

minority candidate is a wasted vote...it would not have any outcome” Over the years I

had more than a gut feeling that something about all this didn’t stack up right, which

soon led me to conclude that none of the above is true.

Here are the 5 things you should definitely know about voting.
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1. The democratic choice is an illusion
If you want to manipulate and control people then a sure fire way of doing this is

to present them with what looks like a choice when there is no choice at all.

Parents sometimes do this to get their way with children. For example, the parent

says to the child “When do you want to have a bath, do you want it now or in a

quarter of an hour?” This gives the child the illusion that it is not getting dictated

to by the parent because it thinks it has a choice, but of course there is no choice,

whether the child says now or 15 minutes later either way it must have a bath.

This is an analogy to what happens in politics. Voting is an illusion of choice

because all the major political parties the ones that always win elections are all

backed and financed by the hidden controllers, the world ruling elite

corporate/bankers, so whoever wins will end up doing the deeds of these evil

lords and masters. For this very reason major elections are usually only 2, 3 or 4

horse races because it makes it easier for the ruling elite to manipulate the

desired outcome.

The saying “They’re all the same” is therefore basically true because over the

years, regardless of which party is in office, care of the dictates of the ruling elite,

all the major political decisions have been the same. For example, in Britain, all

three leading parties: New Labour, Conservative and the Liberal-Democrats

have been pro-European Union and continue to remain America’s panting lap

dogs, supporting illegal and immoral acts such as the invasion of Iraq…
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2. The leaders are just puppets
In light of the above it follows that the leaders of the elected parties are not there

to serve we-the-people but to implement the enslavement agenda of the ruling

elite. History has shown over and over again that many election campaigns and

manifesto pledges with all their promises made by the parties leading politicians

have turned out to be downright lies and had been nothing more than gimmicks

to win voters. When in power the wishes of the people, what they’re supposed to

serve, are mainly ignored.

The political system is highly corrupt. The leaders are pathological liars lacking

in genuine caring, thoughtfulness and empathy. So are most other politicians,

while remaining spineless, weak and like their leaders, too programmed,

brainwashed, arrogant and self-centred to see outside of the grand deception.
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3. The system is disempowering
People voting for the major parties describing it as exercising their so-called

‘democratic right’ while calling abstainers apathetic intending to induce guilt

are just plain wrong: Electing one of the major political parties is a way of not

only giving your power away, allowing to be governed by fascist tyranny , but

also supporting it (knowing or unknowingly). As for those abstainers, they

cannot be blamed for anything because if nobody turned up to vote then no

party could claim ‘tax or draft.’ That is, no one could get in office “by the power

vested in them by the people.” I withdrew my consent to fascist tyranny years

ago. How about you?
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4. Elections continue to reach all-time lows because many consider that

voting changes nothing

Are less people turning up to vote during elections because more and more are

seeing right through the whole charade? I’d say so.

5. The solution
Do not under any circumstances vote for one of the major parties things will only

get worse. Then, following on, the only way out of this disempowering fascist

dictatorship is to look at the independent candidates. If they are not supporting

the major political parties with their crooks and crooked institutions, but

genuinely willing and conscientiously caring enough to serve we-the-people,

the voice on the street for freedom and justice and keep promises, then this is a

real solution. How about you? Maybe you could be a suitable candidate to stand

for parliament?

A build up of independent candidates may take years, but if the investment in

time, effort and risk starts to pay off by getting results then more and more

candidates will be encouraged to follow in the footsteps…

The window of opportunity for change is here, to create a new paradigm

experience using different political approaches from different ideas, but time is

running out. We must act now.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #17

Intelligence - Why It Is Not Understood and What Is It Really?

-By Paul A Philips

Like me, you’ve surely heard it at some time in your life how somebody has been

regarded as intelligent with comments like: “He she must have a high IQ...” However, to

describe intelligence as IQ (intelligence quotient) is like telling a troglodyte i.e.

someone who’s never seen a house before that a house is a kitchen! Granted, a kitchen is

of course included in the makeup of a house, but as IQ is to intelligence it is only part of

the whole picture.

Since IQ is an inadequate way of describing intelligence it’s no wonder that the IQ test

has been criticised. It is biased towards middle/upper class westernised left-brained

individuals while greatly lacking consideration to creativity, assessment of well-

rounded character and practical everyday handling of things. In light of this it may not

come as a surprise that IQ doesn’t always reflect how successful someone will be in life.

The reason for IQ and its test (American school SAT no different) getting so many

acceptances has much to do with the global ruling elite controlling the planet and their

education agenda for the masses. As I have explained in message #5 “The Education

System Deception” the ruling elite only want you to fit into their corporate based

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_pashdf8IiYY/TQRfgoDVOXI/AAAAAAAABQI/KE-xsjNKkL0/s1600/S.I.jpg
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compulsory standardised education system which serves to indoctrinate and control.

This is the reason for this purposely limited intelligence paradigm, IQ, and it has served

them well.

IQ and the ego trip

For some, IQ is a kind of status symbol. Those scoring quite significantly over 100 are

considered incredibly bright, which is why some people spend so much time and money

on intelligence questions to boost their IQ score. There are websites that will train you

to boost your IQ to a high score for a fee with a certificate at the end of it. It’s done by

memory, methodology and technique: “Look at me everybody I’ve got an IQ of

148…”.Yes, folks, intelligence can be bought. –Yet another example of ego, pea-brained

behaviour.

Anyone who focuses their attention and intention on something will inevitably

develop, no matter what it is, but it would be quite stupid to think that in the above

circumstance a person has become more ‘intelligent.’ Secondly, any IQ over 145 is

untrustworthy due to the nature of the test scoring and the higher it gets the more

speculative it becomes. Don’t fall for the IQ intelligence myth, hype and speculation.

For example, when famous chess players and scientists are said to have IQ’s of 180 or

over…

The warehouse analogy

Another myth about intelligence, which amuses me, is the false belief that intelligence

is related to how many facts a person knows. Just because someone is a hot contender for

winning a quiz with a head bulging full of facts doesn’t necessarily mean that he she is

incredibly intelligent. How come? It cannot be said that someone like this has a great

capacity for learning because this person may have just spent endless hours cramming

and storing these meaningless facts into their small warehouse brain...

Intelligence – The Big picture and the 4 bodies

So what is intelligence? To answer this it is necessary to look at the 4 bodies that make

up our existence as living beings, which are the: 1) Physical, 2) Mental, 3) Emotional and

4) Soul bodies. Intelligence comes from the effects of 1 or a combination of these 4 bodies

that interplay during response to everyday life handling. The following describes the 4

bodies and their respective intelligences. 1 and 2 are well known, but the 3 and 4 are

not familiar with many people and may be regarded by some as the most interesting.

1. Physical body and flow of cognitive intelligence

For a normal physical body to function well and be beneficial to cognitive intelligence,

good diet, exercise and avoidance of toxins is essential.
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2. Mental body and IQ

As already disused IQ is a valid construct but needs to be approached from a much

broader perspective. Frankly, the idea of giving intelligence an arbitrary figure is

rather silly: The IQ test is biased. In effect, it is designed by academia for academia. For

example, a Professor may have a high IQ like other affluent middle class University

academics, but what would these guys be like in areas outside of their intellectual

bents? How would they respond to intelligence tests designed not by academia, but say,

handymen, farmers or Amazonian tribesmen..? Might some be ranked as idiots?

IQ needs to have greater resilience, ableness to measure adaptability, be both cultural

and class fair. Howard Gardener’s theory of multiple intelligences certainly has much

practical value and is regarded by some as a step in the right direction. If these changes

were made, IQ, in spite of its validity, would still fall short of truly assessing intelligence

because with this alone the big picture is incomplete; there are 2 other greatly

influencing factors needed to be taken into consideration:

3. Emotional body and emotional intelligence

The emotional body is the emotions we carry from the effects of all our conscious and

unconscious memories and experiences. Emotional intelligence focuses on how we

respond to things in everyday life through our emotions and other people’s emotions.

How would you do in certain circumstances? Would your emotions help you to develop

flair, deal effectively with things, nurture relationships find solutions etc… or would they

shrink you into fear, a lack of confidence or self-judgement...? –You can see how our

emotional body is such an important factor in the big picture related to intelligence.

Another area or offshoot of this is social intelligence. For example, a doctor may be

great at making diagnoses and say calculating drug doses (rational left brain IQ,

mental body intelligence), but greatly lack social skills and etiquette when dealing

with patients (lacking social intelligence)…

4. Soul body and spiritual intelligence

This is who we are in spirit not physical form. The soul body has an awareness of self. This

is not from the point of view of ego self with all those superficial or largely false

identities such as position in society, financial status, clothes worn, race, gender and

colour… which could lead to the creation of insecurity, unhappiness and anger… but an

awareness of a spiritual self which emanates enthusiasm, joy, peace and love…

Spiritual intelligence therefore operates on this level with a sense of appropriateness,

respect for others and ethical behaviour. The soul body ‘thinks and sees from the heart.'

Unlike the ego regarding others in the way of ‘what’s in it for me?’ the soul body focuses
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instead on ‘how may I help you?’ The soul body also reflects spiritual intelligence in

terms of playfulness and creativity.

Finally

Still wondering what intelligence really is? At least the 4 bodies and their implications

help to explain intelligence far better than IQ alone.

It could be said that intelligence is an ‘adjective.’ This means that there are no such

people as stupid or brilliant people: People are only momentarily brilliant or, in

contrast, only momentarily stupid. As individuals we’ve all had our moments of

brilliance and stupidity but for most part we exist somewhere in between: No one is

either one of these 2 extremes all the time.

There are those who have what’s called an ‘imbalance of intelligence.’ The psychopath

for instance has an ‘imbalance of intelligence.’ He may be clever, calculating and

rational (high on rational left brain IQ, mental body intelligence) but seriously lacking

in spiritual intelligence (without ethics and a conscience...).

Perhaps the goal for our own personal development would be to achieve an all-

rounded balance with the 4 bodies and their respective intelligences.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #18

Statement of Intent

-By Paul A Philips

There are a growing number of people well aware that we are getting bombarded with
more and more hostility and deception by the hidden powers that be with their agents
of sorts for global domination. Indeed, the question “What can we do about it” is getting
asked more than ever. And my response will always be, do 3 things:

1) Spread the word on what’s happening in the world regarding the actions carried out
towards the global domination agenda. Here are some of things you could do.

 Chose 1 or 2 family members or friends and let them know what’s really
happening...

 You could go further than the above. Hold talks with your family & friends
 Start emailing or create a blogspot
 Create discussions on facebook or Twitter
 Join or form a meet up group
 Write to your MP
 Form your own independent political party (see my message #16)
 Like me, start a website
 Put out a U-Tube video
 Connect with like-minded people
 Distribute flyers, CD’s, DVD’s...
 Write a book

http://www.newparadigm.ws/
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2) Do your inner work: thoughts, intentions, meditations and prayers... for peace, love
and light which will fulfil the requirements for a new paradigm experience; a world
that makes a difference for everyone. Remember, nothing can ever take away your
innate ability as a creative being to make things happen.

3rdly chose love over fear, calmness instead of anger, communication instead of
remaining silent... i.e. chose a way of being conducive to creating the new paradigm.

I’m sure you can think of ways to shine your light in the darkness...

-So while working with the above here is a set of guidelines I have laid out. A set of
defining statements to help along the way...

Defining Statement of Intent

"The new paradigm of the new humanity"

The application of knowledge is power. This is the wisdom within from which comes
awareness and responsibility. I declare that from this wisdom, I am a stand for the
possibility of a new paradigm experience where there will be abundance and freedom
for humanity.

What is referred to as ' I ' in the following also applies to you, or collectively, we-the-
people. "For I am human, please help me to help me become."

1. I realize that basically Mother Earth provides enough for our needs (but not our greed).
Life works; it is naturally free and self-enriching: I am self-sufficient.
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2. Life shows up for me as a consequence of where I am at with my thoughts, feelings,
emotions, intentions and actions. –Therefore, what I sow is what I reap: Truth, honesty,
integrity and non-victimhood is the mortar holding together life workability. In short, I
am responsible for everything in my life.

3. Relating to the above statement, if I don't like the circumstances out there in my life
then I look within: I check out my thoughts, feelings, emotions... to see what needs
changing to make things manifest out there in a different way. What's 'out there' is only
a mirror reflection of what's going on 'within.'

4. Not operating on the level of 'victim' I realize that anyone committed to creating a
world based on freedom and unconditional love will be well supported. -Life supports
life.

5. Consistent with the laws of attraction, the higher I raise my vibration to one of
harmony, balance and unconditional love, the more people and circumstances of a
likewise kind I attract.

6. Life naturally drifts towards disorder. If I am living a life merely ran by routine,
programmed responses and dogmatism, i.e. in a state of no growth, I am shrinking and
drifting towards disorder. Therefore, to avoid this disorder, I must in some way be in a
state of growth.

7. Following on from the above statement, to break away from the conditioning and
limitations in the no growth state, I must pay attention to and act on the impulses
coming from my creative inner being. The unpredictable nature of human consciousness
calls me to be in the inspirational moment.

8. Wholeness, fulfilment and completion: These words spell freedom. Freedom is the
only thing worth living for. Freedom to BE is an absolute essential for our evolution as a
race.

9. The main component of free will is choice. To BE in the presence of choice is another
absolute essential for our evolution as a race.

10. Events perceived as difficult or challenging (especially those that keep recurring as
patterns in life) are opportunities (many in disguise) to apply wisdom, allow the higher
self to express itself and consequentially not only find solutions but transform. I realize
that wisdom and its highest expression can create a world of happiness, joy and
contentment. This is up to me.

11. Enhancing or limiting growth in one's self will in turn enhance or limit the growth of
those surrounding and vice-versa. Everything is connected. We are one.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #19

Who Am I? (Who Are You?)

-By Paul A Philips

I’ve been told that one of the most googled questions in China is ‘Who am I ?’ (‘Who are

you?’) So here’s my take on answering this very pertinent question.

First, I’ll start by saying who you are not (not really).

Who you are not is your superficial ego self: the masks you wear

Who you are not (not really) is your position in society, occupation, the culture you

belong to, beliefs, financial status, social status, matrimonial status, sexuality, the

clothes you wear or the way you talk... Take away all this and you still have you!

-All these things of course have value but they are just superficial identities (like

masks) and putting too much value on any of them may cause high anxiety, pain and

trauma or even death if their existence is threatened or lost: Any great attachments to

these causes one to falsely identify (misidentify) oneself with who they really are: if you

get the idea that this is who you really are then you’ll never know your true self, its

dynamic nature, and how you can have real cause and effect over your life.

Who you are is not a human having a conscious experience. It’s the opposite: You are

consciousness having a human experience.
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Therefore who you really are is an eternal consciousness, infinite possibility... so what do

you chose? Freedom or victimhood; Truthfulness or lies; Love or fear..?

It’s up to you.

Who you really are is your commitments in life. What are you really committed to?

Who you really are is what you stand in action for. What do you stand for?

Who you really are is a creative being...

-When you fully become the above you are invisible. Who you really are is invisible.

The true self and the egg analogy

Who you really are is an egg. In this analogy the yolk is your physical body. The egg

white is your dynamic aura; the informational energy field related to your thoughts,

feelings, and emotions and whether or not you’re in a state of balance or imbalance... The

egg shell is your hyper dimensional (multidimensional) connectivity opening to God,

Goddess all there is... This is who you are as a cause-and-effect.

-This is who you really are.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #2 0

What Is It That Makes Things Real For Us?

-By Paul A Philips

After looking at my previous blog/messages some may be thinking on the lines of: Can

a handful of elite individuals really have such a global influence? Can their dastardly,

covert profiteering operations really pull the wool over peoples’ eyes to the extent of

world domination?

-To answer, I suggest it works like this:

Ask yourself, what is it that makes things real?

Go on, please stay with me and take some time out on this question.
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To help answer, you may want to consider this. What is the nature of reality?

How do you know that the things believed to be true are real?

For that matter, what is truth..?

You may have come up with a range of things I haven’t thought of, but let me answer in

my own way, keeping it simple for the sake of making some valuable points. The

following makes things real for all of us.

1. Things have wave, shape and form.

You know that the things surrounding you are real because they impinge on your

senses: You believe it because you can see it with your own two eyes… etc. This is so, but

it’s the other following viewpoints defining reality that are the most interesting, and

knowing them and how they work could not only change your reality but also

transform your life if the principles are applied:

2. We accept the word of authorities.

This, I’m sure you’ll agree is deep-seated imprinting, since it can be traced back to our

earliest childhood memories of authoritative figures: When it came to understanding

the world about us, we learnt so much from our parents and we accepted what they said

was true. The same happened at school. As you know, teachers were authorities and

basically what they said was considered by us to be true. Later on, having been well
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grooved in to this form of mindset, as adults we’ve normally accepted the word of

experts, people in their fields of expertise telling us what we believed to be truthful

information.

-In short, parents, teachers and experts gave us information. As authority figures we

trusted them and believed that information to be true and therefore we decided it was

real.

3. We accept the consensus of the masses.

You’ve looked around you and seen so many people having the same opinion about

something. So you think, they can’t all be wrong, so therefore you believe them and it

must be true and therefore that’s what’s really happening in the world. Also, peer

pressure, to be like, think like and act like the crowd is another factor that must not be

forgotten…

Furthering this, take a look at some of the following sayings or statements made quite

frequently by many people about life. They are accepted and considered to be true

because of the influence of the ‘consensus of the masses’.

1. ‘’Hard work has never hurt anyone.’’

-Au contraire! History has shown us that hard work has hurt or even killed many

people…

2. ‘’Life begins at forty.’’
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-It does, but what makes it such an unacceptable statement in my view is that life
begins at any age. In other words, regardless of your age, it’s up to you to begin to make
things happen in your life at anytime. Your life is in a continual state of birth: everyday
is a birth-day!

- To recap, these are the things that spell reality for us by way of:

1. Things have wave, shape and form.

2. We accept the word of authorities.

3. We accept the consensus of the masses.

Hey, wait a minute!!

I’m all right with 1, but don’t you think there are flaws in 2 and 3, I hear you say?
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Yes, there are, but this is the way things can go with people when looking at their

existence. For the purpose of this message, I’m not that interested in 1. It’s 2 and 3 I’m

concerned with and I will use them to show you how they fit with peoples’ ‘reality’.

For example, children believe in Father Christmas. He is very much a real person to

them because of 2; parents, the trusted authority figures said he existed and 3, the

children saw other children (consensus of the masses) believing in him. Therefore, as far

as they are concerned he exists.

Another example by the same means (2 and 3) is how people once thought he Earth

was flat. As you can imagine, it was very much ‘real’ for them at the time.

Staying on this, in the 17th century, it was observed that maggots would form and later

develop into flies. The term spontaneous generation was used. It was thought that life

forms would mysteriously appear from non-living matter! What they didn’t realise was

that flies would buzz around areas where, for example, stale food was present and lay
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their eggs. These too small to be seen eggs would develop into maggots and later, flies,

and there you have the real explanation!

History has shown that individuals who had been entrusted with positions of political

power later turned out to be corrupt and evil. This shocked many people, most of all

those who had voted for them. Their evil goings on had been well kept away from

public. Some of their right hand men or highest elite co-conspirators had been

successfully paid off to keep quiet, as well as having had their fair share of

brainwashing, duped into thinking the political movement was for the good. The press

had also been well paid off too, spinning their propaganda machines. However, what

had really kept their crimes from being undetected for so long was the fact that the

people at large didn’t think the unthinkable: that the authoritative figures could

actually be corrupt. That their information given out was false or misleading designed

to have a maximum hold over the masses. Power, profit, ego, domination…had been their

motives.

But eventually, someone did think the unthinkable. No doubt, this had rocked the

reality boat of at least some of the ignorant masses, deaf, dumb and blind to anything

going on. It might have started with one individual who passed his ideas onto another or

many at the same time. It didn’t really matter. As long as a continually growing number

of people stopped being like the ignorant masses with their half-wit, quarter-wit, and

moron-like behaviour associated with 2 and 3, like football hooligans and the flat

Earth gang, and sooner or later changed and got the profound realisation that

something was not right then took action, that was enough to eventually bring those

corrupt politicians down.

-However, in the meantime, using 2 and 3, this is how the elite hidden controllers still

continue to covertly operate today and manipulate our reality, with their senior

politicians and paid off press to advance their world global domination agenda.
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From imprisonment to freedom

However, these are enlightening times. Many people growing in numbers are starting to

see the real world: The real goings on behind the theatre of illusion related to the above.

Keep looking at things with an open and enquiring mind. Don’t be fooled by the

deceitful authority figures or the nonsense believed by the ‘consensus of the masses.’

See it as an opportunity for doing something to make changes. And, like I have said in

previous messages, see it as a way of educating others, let them in on your revelations.

Continue to spread the word and put out your intentions to bring about a new paradigm

experience where freedom rules!
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #21

What Is the Evidence for ET’s/UFO’s? Part-1

-By Paul A Philips

“Condemnation without investigation is the height of ignorance”

-Albert Einstein

For many years I have studied extensively the different subjects related to my blog

messages. However, very occasionally, someone will totally reject me, not due to

differences of opinion, but because they consider me too ridiculous, outlandish, or crazy

to be true. In other words, they’re in a state of denial with the usual accompanying

behavioural symptoms such as.

1. Telling me ‘this is rubbish’ without ever questioning how I arrived at certain

findings or conclusions.

2. Having no or very little knowledge about the subject discussed they remain

arrogantly content, thinking that anything outside their bubble of existence is

either unimportant or not there.

3. These people have become imprisoned by their own limitations without

knowing.

-If ever there’s a subject too heavy-going for some it’s the one in this blog message, the

subject of ET’s and UFO’s.



Evidence for UFO’s & ET’s

First, just because you have both eyes closed it doesn’t mean that UFO’s and ET’s don’t

exist: Here’s a very, very brief overview of a vast catalogue of evidence suggesting they

do.

1. Anomalous Archaeological Finds

Buildings and artefacts from archaeologi

superior technology from the ancient past suggesting there had been advanced super

civilizations. Were these monuments created by humans perhaps from a

was it the work of off-planetary visitors?

For instance, the incredible picture below shows the stones of an

Baalbek, Lebanon.

Notice how large the lower rectangular stones are compared to the two humans. Some

of these stones weigh some 1500 tons or over! They predate the sma

stones piled on top by thousands of years. With a construction beyond the ability of

modern-day engineering, this raises at least a few questions: In ancient times with

‘primitive people’ and ‘primitive tools’ how were the stones.

a) Cut from the matrix rock?

b) Moved an estimated half

c) Laid down and stacked with such perfect shape and fitting?
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First, just because you have both eyes closed it doesn’t mean that UFO’s and ET’s don’t

exist: Here’s a very, very brief overview of a vast catalogue of evidence suggesting they

Anomalous Archaeological Finds

Buildings and artefacts from archaeological sites have revealed the existence of

superior technology from the ancient past suggesting there had been advanced super

civilizations. Were these monuments created by humans perhaps from a

planetary visitors?

instance, the incredible picture below shows the stones of an ancient

Notice how large the lower rectangular stones are compared to the two humans. Some

of these stones weigh some 1500 tons or over! They predate the smaller Roman square

stones piled on top by thousands of years. With a construction beyond the ability of

day engineering, this raises at least a few questions: In ancient times with

‘primitive people’ and ‘primitive tools’ how were the stones.

rom the matrix rock?

Moved an estimated half-mile to the above site?

Laid down and stacked with such perfect shape and fitting?

First, just because you have both eyes closed it doesn’t mean that UFO’s and ET’s don’t

exist: Here’s a very, very brief overview of a vast catalogue of evidence suggesting they

cal sites have revealed the existence of

superior technology from the ancient past suggesting there had been advanced super-

civilizations. Were these monuments created by humans perhaps from a golden age, or

ancient temple ruin in

Notice how large the lower rectangular stones are compared to the two humans. Some

ller Roman square

stones piled on top by thousands of years. With a construction beyond the ability of

day engineering, this raises at least a few questions: In ancient times with
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Furthermore, why go through all that trouble, unless the ancients had found a way that

made it a lot easier?

Ancient city of Tiahuanaco

The same questions can be asked about many other monuments such as those making

up the ancient city of Tiahuanaco in the Bolivian Andes dated 1100 BC. Some 100 ton

stones can be seen in the great monoliths. Then there’s this.

The above is a 42 meter, 1200 ton unfinished ancient obelisk found at Aswan, Egypt.
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By far, the largest obelisk ever found. Its creators began making it directly from the

bedrock, but the project was abandoned possibly due to detected flaws; cracks in the

granite...

Anomalous Artefacts

Many artefacts have been found worldwide contradicting what official ancient history

tells us (but don’t tell them about this, we wouldn’t want to burst and upset their limited

bubble of belief now would we...?!). Like the one above, found in a Cambodian

monastery, Ta Prohmt at Angkor Wat, 1186 AD. Dinosaurs were not discovered until

the 1880’s and the above stegosaur, 1901!

...And while we’re on the subject.

These small clay dinosaurs were found in 1945 by archaeologist Waldemar Julsrud in

Guanajuato, Mexico, with thousands of other artefacts classed and dated as Chupicuaro

pre-classic culture from 800 BC to 200 BC, but dinosaurs became extinct 65 million

years ago!

Other findings include artworks of animals not indigenous to the area, such as those

discovered on the Marcahuasi Plateau, Lima, Peru, dated around 10,000 years old. For

examples, the artworks here include polar bears, penguins and African lions.
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"La Madonna e san Giovannino" By Fillipo Lippi, a UFO in a 15th century painting?!

Notice how the object in the sky has got the attention of the man and dog. Many

artworks of this kind have received debunk claims. However, this is not related to any

sacred iconography, so was the painter showing that UFO phenomenon existed in his

times?

From one Madonna to another – This time a reptile (below). What was its significance?

Amongst others of its kind this was found in the area where it has been said that the first

ever cities were formed and the eventual Sumerian culture.
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The Palpa Mountains (see below photos)

3,000 years old, at the Palpa and Rio Grande Peru area, it has been suggested that

these flattened mountains may have been a form of ancient airport landing site or a

place where the indigenous peoples gathered to please the gods in the skies...

Notice in the photos how straight the lines run, stretching across the valleys and

mountains. Again, like the earlier ancient monuments in this blog message it begs the

question how were they made? I chose the Palpa Mountains because it has not received

as much attention as believe it should.
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The Skulls Enigmas

Out of all the features in this blog message, for me, this section and the related research

was the one that got me most rapt with fascination.

Skulls like this have been found in Ica Peru and Merida Mexico. Anatomical differences

compared to modern humans have been found in the eye sockets (15% larger) and I’m

sure you can see from the photos that the cranium is quite significantly greater. The

cranial capacity has been estimated to be twice the size of human skulls.

Starchild skull Reconstruction based on the same skull

The above Starchild skull (later found to be an adult) was discovered in a copper

Canyon 100 miles Southwest of Chihuahua, Mexico in1930. It dates back to 1100 AD.
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For the list of physical differences comparing the Starchild to a human skull go here:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_vqT1sN8og&feature=player_embedded#!

And/or here, the website of Lloyd Pye, the man in possession of the skull:

http://www.starchildproject.com/unusuallist.htm

Claims have been made to debunk the Starchild skull on account that the abnormal

size is due to ailment or deformities like hydrocephalus . However, Lloyd Pie disputes

this supported with a study conducted by Dr Ted Robinson (2004):

http://www.starchildproject.com/hydrocephaly.htm

There have been disputes over the DNA. However, new evidence, a recovered fragment

of the Starchild’s FOXP2 gene suggests non-human hybridisation:

http://www.starchildproject.com/dna2012.htm

Several skulls of the above kind were found in the 1880’s from a burial mound at Sayre,

Bradford County, Pennsylvania, USA. Apart from the obvious horn-like projections,

everything else led the investigating Professors at the time to conclude with the other

remaining bones that they were anatomically the same as humans. However, these

males, dated to have lived up to 1200AD stood 7 feet tall and were considered giants.

Unfortunately this cannot be authenticated or debunked by modern examination since

all evidence related to this discovery has since mysteriously vanished.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_vqT1sN8og&feature=player_embedded
http://www.starchildproject.com/unusuallist.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrocephalus
http://www.starchildproject.com/hydrocephaly.htm
http://www.starchildproject.com/dna2012.htm
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125 million human fossilised hand

Found in Bogotá Columbia the bones making up the human hand had been fossilized in

rock estimated to be about 125 million years old. This is far from being the only example

where millions of year’s old fossilized human bones of various sorts and footprints have

been found. As usual, mainstream media and academia turn their backs on these

findings.

High-tech from prehistoric times

Here’s one of many truly amazing examples of high-tech excavated from prehistoric

times! Spheroids were found in a silver mine at Western Transvaal, South Africa.
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Extracted from deep rock, around 1-4 inches in diameter, each spheroid has minute

white fibres made of nickel- steel alloy not naturally occurring. The spheroids are

estimated to be 2.8 billion years old by geological and radioactive isotope methods of

dating. Even stranger, while sealed in a museum glass case, a spheroid is capable of

slowly spinning on its axis independent of any outside intervention. If its thin shell is

forced open it reveals a mysterious spongy material that turns to dust on exposure to the

atmosphere.

The Baghdad Battery

Ancient battery displayed at the British museum – Cross section &contents of the battery.

The above mysterious vase-like object 6 inches high, made of yellow clay, excavated in

1936 in an old village near Baghdad dates back 2,000 years. What makes it intriguing

is that it was considered by Wilhelm König the German director of the National

Museum of Iraq in 1938 to be a form of battery used in electroplating.

From detailed drawings and Koenig’s theory, German rocket scientist Willy Ley Gray

in 1940 made a replication of the battery (see above photos) and was able to produce a

small electric current using copper sulphate and used it for electroplating. In 1970,

another German, an Egyptologist, Arne Eggebrecht, made a replica of the battery and

filled it with grape juice, having the idea that this is what the ancients might have done.

Around 0.85 volts was generated and he managed to successfully electroplate a silver

statuette with gold. Several others like this have been found in the area with the same

dating.

–Is this is evidence to suggest that electric batteries were used some 1800 years before

the Alessandro Volta’s invention in modern day 1799?
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Conclusion

-Here ends my very brief overview on Anomalous Archaeological Finds. Have the finds

shown us the work of humans from lost advanced civilizations or off-planetary beings or

maybe both?

At least some evidence here seriously challenges the official indoctrination: the

assumptions held by mainstream media and academia that humankind is around 5,000

years old. As I have mentioned before when it comes to education you’re only getting

told what the hidden powers that be want you to be told.

To this end I hope that this blog message at least inspires you to keep questioning and

enquiring. Have the courage if you feel it necessary to challenge mainstream media

and academia and expose their obvious filtering of information.



Follow on with Message #22

Part – 2

The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #22

What Is the Evidence for ET’s/UFO’s? Part-2
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #22

What Is the Evidence for ET’s/UFO’s? Part-2

-By Paul A Philips

2. Anomalous Archaeological Finds

To recap, message #21 showed intriguing evidence from artefacts and archaeological

sites suggesting the existence of superior technology from the ancient past. Had there

been advanced super-civilizations? Were these monuments created by humans

perhaps from a golden age, or was it the work of off-planetary visitors, or both?

This message #22 follows on with further categories of evidence offering support for

the ET/UFO presence.

3. UFO’s

Multiple mass eyewitnesses to UFO presences have occurred for many years all over

the world. An excellent film I highly recommend called ‘The Day before Disclosure’

available to watch on the website www.newparadigm.no draws upon 3 conclusions.

http://www.newparadigm.no/
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a. Evidence for UFO visitation is overwhelming. Some are off-planetary visitors.

b. Flying saucers have been known since at least the 1940’s but cover-ups have led

to a cosmic Watergate.

c. Debunking the debunkers: The main arguments against UFO’s collapse under

careful scrutiny.

4. Material evidence

Physical evidence collected from UFO landing sites and UFO crashes has been well

documented.

Take the Roswell Case as an example:

http://ufocon.blogspot.co.uk/2009/08/scientist-admits-to-study-of-roswell.html

5. Government documents and whistleblowers

Over the years a large number of government documents have been released and made

available to the public at large. There has also been whistleblower eyewitness

testimony related to ET’s and UFO’s. A good example of this is the ‘Disclosure Project’

created by Dr Steven Greer which can be accessed on the website

http://www.disclosureproject.org/ -This project allows people to come out and talk

openly to the public about the experiences they had in professional operations such as

the military, corporate, CIA… revealing their own personal experiences related to ET’s

and UFO’s. Some courageous witnesses have come out and risked facing the

consequences of breaking an oath of silence…

http://ufocon.blogspot.co.uk/2009/08/scientist-admits-to-study-of-roswell.html
http://www.disclosureproject.org/
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Norman Bergrun and the Rings of Saturn

Fig -1 cylindrical object considered to be an electromagnetic space ship

Fig -2 as fig -1 (above) only this time in fleets!
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At some time in your life you may well have heard the saying that goes something like

‘Incredible claims need to be supported with incredible evidence’ Well, how about this.

Former NASA research scientist and whistle blower Norman Bergrun in his fascinating

and thoroughly well documented book ‘The Ringmakers of Saturn’ exposes some

amazing cover ups. Photographs taken in 1980 by Voyager 1 revealed what was

considered gigantic space ships at Saturn. Some of the largest ships as Bergrun

describes in the book were about 22,500 miles long, that’s about 3 Earth diameters (see

figs 1 and 2). The ships had an involvement in the making of the rings by ‘spewing out

compositional material...’

-Of course, all this has mind-boggling implications. For as long as it’s made available

here is the link for the book.

http://www.patrickcrusade.org/pdf_files-2/Ringmakers%20of%20Saturn%20-

%20Norman%20R.%20Bergrun.pdf

http://www.patrickcrusade.org/pdf_files-2/Ringmakers of Saturn - Norman R. Bergrun.pdf
http://www.patrickcrusade.org/pdf_files-2/Ringmakers of Saturn - Norman R. Bergrun.pdf
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1. Abductions

Many attempts to invalidate alien abductions have been made with ‘straw man arguments’.

-That is, frequent arguments in the mass media have been deliberately made to look as

if the cases against the existence of alien abductions are strong and there are no such

things. The points made against abductions only look strong to a public ignorant or

unaware of the full facts which have been deliberately left out of the media source.

When really looked into the so called strong points against abductions collapse under

careful scrutiny…

The idea behind it is that the mass media have been dictated to by the government’s

secret campaign to stage disinformation and discredit abductees and their associates.

This serves to not let it on to the public that the government has known for years that

these abductions have been happening, at least since President Eisenhower’s days in the

fifties.

-This form of smoke-screen cover-up happens again and again in the media with so

many other things, whether it’s to do with health matters, science and technology,

phoney political discussions, religious debates, money matters, the military,

education…you name it. Educate yourself and learn to discern the lies from the real

world. Many people are seeing right through the mainstream media, some of these

companies are going out of business while alternative media sources are increasing in

support.
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Here’s a little table I have drawn up that can be used to debunk some of the debunkers

straw man claims against alien abductions.

Claim against Abductions Rebuttal

Abductees are just dreaming No people could have the same dream or

or hallucinating. hallucination as described by numerous

abductees in such detail, especially in the

time lengths described.

Abudctees or mentally ill. Psychiatrists find no behavioural patterns

in abductees to classify them as mentally

ill. Generally they have no family history of

mental illness.

Recall under hypnosis makes Some abductees can recall without

abductee’s evidence unreliable. hypnosis.

Abductees are faking it for Psychiatrists, psychotherapists and other

attention… they are lonely, alien abduction investigators will tell you

sad and weird people… that most abductees do not want to come

forward for fear of ridicule. Abductees are
not a certain type of person. They come
from all walks of life.

Psychiatrists, psychotherapists The hidden powers that be know that the

and other alien abduction abduction phenomenon occurs. They don't

investigators are constantly want the public to know about this. They

ridiculed… use the mainstream media and certain

intel agents to misinform the public with

slander and straw man arguments.

Also, conclusive medical evidence has been found to confirm accounts.

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_abductionabductees.htm

http://johnemackinstitute.org/category/human-transformation-and-alien-

encounters/

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_abductionabductees.htm
http://johnemackinstitute.org/category/human-transformation-and-alien-encounters/
http://johnemackinstitute.org/category/human-transformation-and-alien-encounters/
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #23

What Is the Evidence for ET’s/UFO’s? Part-3

-By Paul A Philips

This message concludes my final look into the evidence suggesting the existence of

UFO’s/ET’s. To summarise, Message #21 and Message#22 the categories of evidence

looked at so far were.

1. Anomalous Archaeological Finds

2. UFO’s

3. Material evidence

4. Government documents and whistleblowers

5. Abductions

This message covers the last category which is.

6. Religious and Mythological Texts

References to encounters with superior beings can be found in religious and

mythological texts. Here is a brief overview.

Gnostic encounters and the Archons
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“They came in 2 distinct types. An aggressive reptilian humanoid and smaller passive

creatures resembling a prematurely formed foetus.”

The above is taken from ancient Gnostic texts found hidden in Nag Hammadi Egypt

describing encounters with the Archons. Does this make reference to those well-known

types of ET’s (reptilians/greys) in the above pictures? The texts go on to say.

“Archons are psycho-spiritual parasites…that intrude subliminally on the human mind,

making us play out our inhumane behaviour to weird and violent extremes.”

Implications, implications! Could this be an indication that their presence over the

years has influenced certain humans particularly those at the top of various

hierarchical trees to be the causers of wars and other form of death and destruction or

sick behaviour? Has this ET presence been the nexus of all our problems?

More evidence suggesting the same ET presence can be found from other sources all

over the world. For example, there’s

The Serpent Gods in the Americas
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The ancient Mayans spoke of the ‘Iguana-men’ who came from the sky and took control

over their civilization… The Aztecs referred to the serpent god Quetzalcoatl ("The

Feathered Serpent"). In North America the Hopi Indians described a reptilian race

called the ‘Snake Brothers.’ In Peruvian culture, South America there had been worship

of ‘Plumed Serpents…’

Throughout the world the same common motif, the same reptilian humanoid encounter

can be found in:
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The Archons (Gnostic)

Serpent Gods (The Americas)

Snake Brothers (Hopi Indians)

The Chitauri (Zulu)

Demons (Christianity)

Jinn (Islam)

Anunnaki (Sumer)

The Star people (Various)

Dragon Gods (Japan)

The 4 Dragon Kings

The same cultural motif can be found in ancient China with the 4 Dragon Kings (龍王;

pinyin: Lóng Wáng) able to change into humans and dragons…

Although this is only a mythology it could be asked where the ideas came.
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The Wandjinas or ‘Sky Gods’

According to the Aborigines the Wandjinas (pronounced ‘wannias’) came from far outer

space in silver craft and arrived at the Kimberly region of Australia about 5,000 years

ago. Described by Aborigines as the creators of the world and all the life on it, they

made rock art paintings to depict the Wandjinas (see above and below pictures).
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Mere legend or were they for real?

It’s curious that there’s a snake present in the first image, right? Notice that all images

show features similar to the greys with their large heads while possessing very large

eyes, a nose but typically lack mouths…

It has been said that the boomerang had originated from the Wandjinas. It was made to

depict the space craft they had travelled in.

Could all this be just a myth, a figment of the ancient imagination when so much of it

shows similarities to cultural claims from all over the world?
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #24

Money and US Dollar Symbolism

-By Paul A Philips

Back of US dollar

Back of US dollar the all-seeing eye

The great seal on the back of the US dollar bill (above) is full of occult symbolism. Even

the most hardened sceptic would have a difficult time dismissing the following features

on the bill as mere ‘coincidence.’
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 13 leaves in the olive branches

 13 bars & stripes

 13 arrows

 13 letters in: ‘E Pluribus Unum’

 13 stars in the green crest above

 13 stones in the pyramid

 13 letters in ’Annuit Coeptis’

Then just below the pyramid there’s ‘Novus Ordo Seclorum’ that translates, ‘New

Secular Order’ or ‘New World Order.’ Why the number 13? What about the other

features?

I will answer later. First, a couple of significant questions seldom asked.

What are the 2 biggest forms of enslavement on humanity?

-Answer: The monetary system and religion.

Both are massively entrenched in deception which is the basis of how the enslavement

on humanity works: In many ways, the more attached to either the more immersed one

becomes in illusion… I’m sure you’ve heard it said ‘It’s a mad world’. Indeed, it is a mad

world and in many ways connections to money and religion have been the causes.

Both were invented by the hidden powers that be about 5,000 years ago in the first

ever known cities such as Babylon, Mesopotamia and Nineveh in ancient Sumer.

Basically, the invention of the monetary system has enslaved humanity on the physical

level, while religion has enslaved on the spiritual level stultifying genuine spiritual

growth. Many people are totally unaware of this, that they have been stitched up and

how over the years the inventors the ruling elite have used both money and religion

purely for power, financial and political gains.

I will be covering religion extensively in other messages (apologies for putting this

subject on hold in the way I have). This message is a brief expose on the money scam and

how it is symbolised in the Western world using the American dollar bill as an example,

giving rise to how the hidden powers that be work behind the scenes and what you can

do after you’ve got the realization that you’re being played.

What is money?

-Answer: Money is a means by which energy is exchanged. The economic system is

based on work energy exchanges from person to person during the supply and demand.
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Let me give some simple examples. I am a musician and let’s say I have received

payment for playing a live musical performance. This payment represents the energy I

had to put in to make that performance happen.

Let’s say I then give money earned from this performance to a mechanic. The money or

payment the mechanic receives is for the energy he had to put in to repair my car. Then,

the mechanic gives this money earned to someone else for their work energy related

services to him… and so on.

-In short, throughout the working world money goes where the energy flows in the

exchanging, but here’s the rub.

In the above examples let’s say in every case the money paid out was fair and fitting to

the amount of energy each person had put in for their services. However, in the world of

work this is definitely not the case. There is a great imbalance:

Most people (like yourself?) in order to earn their pay check will have to put in far more

than they’ll ever receive. That is, instead of receiving a balanced payment for their

efforts most of the money made will go to their corporation. The fact that giant

corporations make huge pre-tax profits each year and can get away with paying some

of its workforce minimum wages tells you there is a huge imbalance. –This imbalance,

unfair returns on people’s daily work energy contributions occurs on a global scale. It

has been orchestrated by the hidden powers that be and it doesn’t end there.

There’s a whole list of other bloodsucking systems including many unfair taxations,

banking and financial scams… designed to siphon off the people’s hard earned cash to

just a few very wealthy individuals: The ruling elite have deceptively manipulated the

world financial system to such an extent that they control more money than the entire

world’s governments stuck together. This means that they have usurped the energies

from we-the-people to such an extent that we have become physically and mentally

enslaved.

Now back to the dollar bill
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As I have said in previous messages the hidden powers that be or ruling elite are

heavily into the occult. As seen printed on the back of a dollar bill (page1) the pyramid

and all-seeing-eye embodies the secret occult organisations that continue to control

America. Since this symbolism is frequently used in numerous corporate logos it may

also serve as a statement by the ruling elite that they control the world through business

and banking.

Since the creation of the 1 dollar bill it has apparently been understood that number 13

indicates the colonial states with a Christian nation social order representing freedom,

equality and peace… but actually the symbolism represents the opposite, something

quite unchristian and sinister in its secrecy.

The 13 not only represents the number of families making up the ruling elite but it is

also rooted in satanic occultism. It was a mystical number to the Babylonians and

Egyptians. Today, it is a mystical number to the Masons. Each item count of 13 given on

page 1 represents in occult terms the plans for a one world government takeover New

World Order (NWO) where we will be living in a global fascist dictatorship like that in

George Orwell’s fiction novel 1984. So, in more detail:

 13 bars & stripes - Represents opposing God and the churches of Christ.

 13 arrows in the right claw of eagle -Represents war and military power.

 13 letters in: ‘E Pluribus Unum’ - ‘Out of Many’ is the plan to bring together all

the world’s governments, religions and money systems into one for control in the

NWO. Incidentally, the planned new religion is Satanism.

 13 stars in the green crest above the eagle -Stars arranged in a hexagram known

as ‘mogen David’ used in occult practice to evoke Satan.

 13 stones or steps in the pyramid -the number of satanic families controlling the

planet.

 13 letters in ’Annuit Coeptis’ -’Announcing the beginning or arrival’ (of the

NWO).

 13 leaves in the olive branches -Symbolises peace (oh really?!)

In the bill, the all-seeing eye is that of Lucifer (Satan). Notice how it is surrounded with

light. This represents the illumination and those in the satanic occult practices are the

‘illuminated ones’ because they have the secret knowledge and understand the hidden

meanings. So called the all-seeing eye because it knows and sees everything, just the

kind of thing you’d expect in a big brother is watching you global fascist dictatorship.

As well as in the dollar, it’s no coincidence that the eagle taken from ancient Pagan

symbolism was also used to signify the Roman Empire and again as an icon for the
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world-war 2 German regime. This is because the same dark satanic occult forces were

also behind these organisations.

The ruling elite meet up in secret societies where they discuss plans to advance the

NWO enslavement agenda. -One of these societies is the freemasons. Don’t get me

wrong most freemasons are descent sincere people, but these lower level Masons in the

hierarchical tree have no idea that those at the very top are running a satanic cult bent

on world domination.

Note how the above constructed hexagram, another occult symbol, spells Mason
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On closer inspection the scales surrounding the eye suggests something quite inhuman…

It has been said that the separated capstone (top) of the pyramid will be joined when

they establish their NWO.

The Solutions

The purpose of this message is not to induce panic or fear. This message has been written

to make people aware that something needs to be done and there are solutions

available. We-the-people must take back our rightful ownership of this planet. Since

this message is confined to money matters there is no better example of how to take

back rightful ownership by financial control than the country of Iceland. The following

is very important to know.
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During around 2006 -2008, the Icelandic government were allowed with the banks to

wreck the country’s economy causing mass unemployment and massive savings loses for

the people they were supposed to be serving well. This happened because of

deregulation and privatisation granted to the biggest banks. Indeed, this situation had

happened in many countries and manifested with the global financial crash of 2008

but the people of Iceland stood up and dug themselves out of the crisis by.

1. Getting the entire corrupt government to resign.

2. Nationalising the banks.

3. Referendum, enabling the people to determine their own economic system.

4. Incarceration of responsible parties and

5. A rewriting of the Icelandic constitution by its people.

Now Iceland has become one of the fastest growing economies and I’ll bet you haven’t

read about any of the above in the hidden powers that be controlled mass media

sources. That’s because the hidden powers that be don’t want you to know that this is the

solution, disempowering the greed-driven private centralized banks and corrupt

governments.

People come on it’s time to take action! A government for the people run by the people

not the centralized banks is the answer.

Financial independence is the key. Besides Iceland, other countries such as Iran, Russia,

China and Venezuela have financial control outside of the central banking system and

it comes as no surprise that they have been demonised by the hidden powers that be.

Unlike other states in the USA, North Dakota has operated outside of the Federal

Reserve System since the early 1920’s. Here, the banks are public and businesses are

made to bank in North Dakota and it’s the only state that’s not in debt.
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The usurping of peoples work energies and money earned: Lack of money, scarcity,

financial hardship, debt, poverty…etc created by the greed driven enslavement agenda

of the hidden powers that be and their corporations / banking systems for the NWO

agenda continue to rule by our fear. Fear of not surviving.

Life shows up as a consequence of where you are at. Thoughts, feelings, emotions, deeds

and actions… manifest reality. Listen to what your inner being is telling you: Chose love

instead of fear or hatred, peaceful creative and resourceful action instead of anger,

riotousness or complaining which only makes more victimhood… The hidden powers

that be can only control us by our negativity. –This is their food. Refusal to operate on

this level is the key. You will always survive in that you are an immortal consciousness.

Once this is realized; when love caring and sharing, non-victimhood, cooperation above

competition is chosen we will have a new paradigm experience.
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #25
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #26

Did Jesus Really Exist?

-By Paul A Philips

I have clear childhood memories of receiving some pretty darn serious ultimatum

threats! I’m talking about the times I remember when, like many kids, I was severely told

not to behave in certain ways in my life or otherwise I could when I die go to hell as a

consequence. Indeed, besides the threat of not walking the white line I was also told to

believe in Jesus or run the risk of facing eternal damnation...

For many years well into adulthood, there was something about all this that didn’t stack

up right for me. Because of my religious programming/indoctrination it took me a long

time to see right through it all. However, after many years of looking into it (on and off),

I came to the overwhelming conclusion that the whole Jesus, heaven and hell thing was

a massive deception. I do not wish to offend anyone of religious standing, in fact, my

respect goes out to you should you be that way and I still accept that humans are

essentially spiritual beings , but this is a very brief account of how I came to reach this

conclusion. Will you accept or greatly doubt the account you’re about to read? Either

way, I encourage you wholeheartedly to do your own research.

Did Jesus Really Exist?

Is it possible to step outside of religious programming/indoctrination and question the

unquestionable and ask did Jesus really exist?
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A number of excellent authors/researchers have (see photos top of pg 1). Their

groundbreaking well documented books have led them to come to the same conclusion

as I have, that the New Testament Jesus character never existed. All works by these

authors and the reasons for this conclusion are basically the same and can be

summarised with 3 points.

1. No historical evidence can be found for Jesus outside of the Bible

Whether the Bible is used as a guideline or not, the search for the historical evidence of

the New Testament Jesus, be it in written, archaeological or geographical form has

basically drawn a blank.

Even the biblical places where Jesus supposed to have walked such as Nazareth,

Bethany, Capernaum, and Calvary...etc show no evidence for their existence during the

so called New Testament times. For example, Nazareth can only be dated as far back as

350CE. Can you imagine the look of bitter disappointment on the local tourist

industry’s faces after the immense amount of excavating showed nothing earlier than

350CE?! The oldest ruins did not even reveal the name of the village. Was it later

called Nazareth to make it look as if it was the place where Jesus spent his childhood?

Eminent Jewish historians such as Philo, Justus of Tiberius and dozens of others who

lived in the area when the New Testament was supposed to have happened produced

many volumes; enough to fill a library detailing the events of the times gave no mention

to a Jesus character.

Log books recording events were kept and meticulously filled in documenting day to

day handling of the Roman Empire. From this there was plentiful evidence for the

existence of Pontius Pilate, but in spite of the attention it was supposed to have caused

(according to the New Testament) there was not a single mention of Jesus’ trial.
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Christian apologists mention written passages in Josephus’ “The Antiquities of the

Jews” and Tacitus’ “Annuls” as irrefutable historical evidence for the existence of Jesus

but under careful scrutiny these passages have been dismissed by scholars as obvious

forgeries.

2. The Jesus biography was taken from earlier Pagan and Gnostic texts

The major events in Jesus’ lifetime for examples; the prophesised messiah born 25th

December, virgin birth, had 12 disciples (or helpers), performs miracles such as turning

water into wine, causes a great political stir, gets crucified between 2 thieves and soon

rises from the dead... etc can be found in earlier writings based on many fictional /

mythological characters. Here’s a list of some of these pagan/Gnostic ‘god men’ I’m

referring to with their identical biographical motif.

Examples of Mythological God Men Predating Jesus

God Man Approx Time Area Comments

Dionysus Around 550 BCE Greece Euripides play The Bacchae

Mithras Around 3500 BCE Indo/Persian Symbolised as a winged lion

Virishna 1200BCE Eastern May well date even earlier

Horus & Osiris Since the 5th dynasty Egypt 1stlong-haired bearded image

Krishna At least 1400BC India Found in the Hindu Vedas

Other examples are Adonis, Apollo, Heracles ("Hercules") and Zeus of Greece, Baal of

Phoenicia, Bali of Afghanistan, Hesus of the Druids, Indra of Tibet/India, Odin of the

Scandinavians, Quetzalcoatl of Mexico, Tammuz of Babylon and Zoroaster of Persia...

All these individuals were also each described as moral and humble, said to be the son

of God, the light and the way... died for the sins of the world...etc

3. Literalist V’s Metaphorical account
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So, basically, it has been said that what really happened was this. Under the auspices of

Emperor Flavius Constantine (c. 274 – 337) the Roman Empire used those

mythological god men characters with their biography (born 25th Dec, virgin birth...etc)

to invent the New Testament Jesus character and form a centralised religion, which

occurred as late as 325:

The infamous ‘Council of Nicaea’ in 325 hallmarked this.

Over the years the Roman Empire won the battle to establish their centralised religion

with the New Testament and its literalist Jesus character (so-called literalist because

they claimed that Jesus literally existed). They did it for power; political and financial

gain. It mustn’t be forgotten that the Vatican is one of the richest most powerful

organisations on the planet.
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The god men that predated Jesus had always been known as fictional characters: Their

same life-story was a metaphorical one. It was an allegory; a story representing spiritual

transformation from suffering. The ancient Pagans or Gnostics aware of this had

different levels of realization of how the spiritual transformation could occur through

the various related initiations and practices.

The Pagans/Gnostics with their metaphorical god men and spiritual practices were

either destroyed or banished into oblivion by the power-hungry Roman Empire

determined to achieve religious supremacy and put a lid on the sources from where

they stole ideas.

Even before their banishment the Gnostics complained how the new Christian religion

was a greatly ‘watered down’ version of their spiritual practices and its effects.

The murderous Constantine I (photo page 3) only became a Christian just before his

death. He only did this so that it would look appropriate for the Emperor to be seen

belonging to the newly founded Christian religion. In truth and secret he really was a

sun god worshiper: Doesn’t this indicate that Jesus never existed to win him over?!

If Jesus the long awaited Jewish Messiah really had existed wouldn’t it have taken the

Romans a lot longer to accept Christianity since the Jews were their enemy..?

Catholic Encyclopaedia admitting inauthenticity of the gospels authors
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The gospels are also said forgeries adapted from hundreds written by Pagans or

Gnostics. Hence the 4 gospels that ‘made it to the world’ have been called the canonical

gospels.

The gospel of Mark, the oldest gospel, was probably not completed until around 90CE.

The others Matthew, Luke and John came much later and did not emerge until around

180CE. Justin Martyr 100-165 CE one of the most well known literalist Christianity

advocates never mentions any of the gospels in his writings. The fact that the gospels

arrived much later than Jesus’ so called death is not the only reason why they could not

have been eyewitness testimonies.

Someone once told me that those who believe in the gospels could never have read

them because if they had they would have dismissed them as false claims due to the

many contradictions, errors and inconsistencies.

Here are just some of those irreconcilable contradictions, errors and inconsistencies.

Contradictions or errors in the gospels

 In Mark 7: 1-23 Jesus during a debate with the Pharisees quotes a mistranslated

Greek version of the Old Testament! Had it been the original Hebrew it would

have not made any sense in supporting his argument. Indeed, the whole point

about this blunder is it suggests that at least a part of the gospel was probably

invented by Greek-speaking individuals (Greek speaking Romans?) lacking in

real understanding of the native Jewish language.

 In Mark 10 verse12, Jesus says “If a woman divorces her husband and marries

another she is guilty of adultery.” Whether it was for Jews or gentiles when it

came to divorce no such law existed for women until much later.

 Here, do we see John having Jesus down as a false witness?!

"If I [Jesus] bear witness of myself, my witness is not true." (John 5:31)

"I [Jesus] am one that bear witness of myself..." (John 8:18)

 The fact that we exist today and still there’s no end of the world makes the

following a contradiction. "Verily I say unto you, this generation shall not pass
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away, till all be fulfilled. Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words shall

not pass away. “Luke 21:32-33 and likewise "Verily I [Jesus] say unto you, this

generation shall not pass, till all these things [the end of the world] be fulfilled."

(Matthew 24:34, Mark 13:30, Luke 21:32) - Note that both statements relate to

an imminent end of the world during those times.

 "Then was fulfilled [by Jesus] that which was spoken by Jeremy the prophet..."

(Matthew 27:9)

Whoops, Jeremy was not the prophet, it was Zechariah (Zechariah 11:12).

 "... I have seen God face to face, and my life is preserved." - Genesis 32:30

"No man hath seen God at any time..."- John 1:18

 In Matthew ‘The Slaughter of the Innocents’ refers to the time when King Herod

had all the infants in an entire town killed off in the hope that he would murder

the baby Jesus. However, 1st century Jewish Roman historian Josephus (who I’ve

already mentioned with his work “The Antiquities of the Jews” )details all the

crimes committed by King Herod never mentions this. Nor do other historians of

the time-This heinous crime was never mentioned because it never happened:

The ‘Slaughter of the Innocents’ story was stolen from earlier Gnostic/Pagan

saviour god myths.

Inconsistencies – Where the gospels don’t agree

 Luke and Matthew say that Jesus was born in Bethlehem. John says Jesus was

born in Galilee (John 7:41-42). It’s also highly suspect to me that Mark never

mentions such extremely pertinent facts like Jesus’ place of birth, the virgin birth

and the King David family linage... to substantiate the other gospels.

 In Luke it says that after Jesus was born he is taken to the temple and declared

the messiah, which was known by King Herod, but in Matthew it says that Herod

only new about Jesus some 2 years later.

 Both Matthew and Luke state that Jesus’ father is Joseph. That’s fine so far, but

Matthew then states that Joseph’s father is Jacob while Luke states that Joseph’s
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father is Heli. This is a contradiction between genealogies. Okay, Luke writes it

was ‘thought’ that Joseph’s father was Heli, implying doubt. However, both

Matthew and Luke take a lot of trouble going through the generations to show

that Jesus is descended from the line of David as the promised messiah should be

and come up with utterly different family trees, but why bother to take all this

trouble over the generations when Jesus’ father supposed to be God? Shouldn’t

the generations stop there? Also, doesn’t a virgin birth signify no paternal DNA

making those said generations meaningless?!

 The gospels disagree with the locations of Jesus’ teaching. Mark has Jesus

teaching in Galilee and then later going to Jerusalem just before the end of his

life. Luke has Jesus’ teaching equally between Galilee and Judea, while John

writes him mostly preaching in Judea with only occasional trips to Galilee.

 Following Judas Iscariot’s betrayal there are in inconsistencies over his death.

Matthew states ‘Judas went and hanged himself.’ (M27, V-5) but the ‘Acts of

Apostle’s tells he died of an accidental fall.

 Confusion over Jesus’ last words.

According to Matthew & Mark it was: ‘My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?’

Luke however, says that Jesus’ last words were ‘Father into your hands I commend my

spirit.’ Then according to Luke it was ‘I am thirsty.’ Followed by, ‘It is finished.’

 Resurrection inconsistencies

‘His friends come to Jesus' tomb, but the doorstone is rolled away and one angel sitting

on the outside gives the news to them before they go in.’ (Matthew 28:1-8)

‘His friends come to the tomb, go inside, find nobody, are perplexed, and then two men

give them the news.’ (Luke 24:1-4)

I’ve decided to make this is subject for another day but the Acts of the Apostles can also

be described as a fantasy story full of contradictions, errors and inconsistencies.

Bible forgeries

Well into the 4th century after the Council of Nicaea, scriptures became profoundly

unreliable due to the new literalist Christian movement established by Emperor

Constantine with his propaganda merchants such as Bishop Eusebius (260-340CE)...
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-And there you essentially have it, what has been said to be one of the greatest

deceptions in the history of mankind. Don’t get me wrong, the deception started and

only occurs at the top of the hierarchical tree in the Vatican. Those below are mainly

decent people, unaware of the unholy secrets, lies and ulterior motives harboured over

the years.

I’ll leave you with 2 quotes. The 1st is from ‘The Jesus Mysteries’ written Peter Gandy &

Timothy Freke (actually, it’s the dedication they give to their book) and the 2nd is from

the Bible.

‘This book is dedicated to the Christ in you’

‘And the truth shall set you free.’

Highly Recommended

The Christ Conspiracy – S. Acharya

The Jesus Mysteries – Peter Gandy & Timothy Freke

Caesar’s Messiah – Joseph Atwill

Where Jesus Never Walked – Frank R. Zindler

Forgery in Christianity - Joseph Wheless

The Antiquities of the Jews – Josephus

Annuls - Tacitus

The Empty Cross – Why Jesus Didn’t Exist DVD

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviours - Kersey Graves

The Bible – Various versions
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #27

Heaven, Hell and Reincarnation

-By Paul A Philips

Heaven and Hell

Even before really looking into it for many years I considered the whole heaven and

hell business to be suspect. I suspected that it was an invention to control and

manipulate the masses into pacification. One again another case of the masses

accepting authority without really questioning (see Message #26).

The idea that when you die you’re going to be sent to an eternity of either; bliss where

there’s harps and hosannas or an eternity of damnation, tar barrels and toasting forks is

quite illogical to me. What about the in between of these 2 extremes? Surely, when

people die, if there is a judgement day, in fairness, shouldn’t there be at least some sent

somewhere in between?!

There’s something else about Hell that makes it illogical as a punishment system: If you

were found guilty in a law court, you know that you’d be given a punishment fitting to

the crime committed. Of course, the greater the crime the greater the punishment.

However, even if you were one of the most prolific criminals on the planet you would

still only be able to commit a finite amount of crime in your lifetime and, if found out,

only receive a finite amount of punishment. Hell is therefore illogical because for a

finite amount of sin it means receiving an infinite amount of punishment.

Oh yes, and what about the idea of burning in Hell. When we die aren’t we supposed to

be non-physical ethereal spirits incapable of getting burned..?!
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Reincarnation: real or just a concept?

For me, reincarnation is very real. Like countless other people I have experienced

reincarnation for myself. Those who have never experienced it cannot flatly dismiss the

subject when the fact is that there exists numerous accounts; interviews, texts,

documents...etc on the subject from various individuals, religions, cultures, creeds,

establishments and spiritual groups in different places and timelines across the world

all offering evidence. The question is, if people keep coming back lifetime after lifetime

then how come is it that they never went to heaven or hell in between lives? I put it to

you that they never went to heaven or hell because no such places exist.

-The early Roman Catholic Church saw this ‘hole in the plot’: How could anyone ever

believe their new religion with its made up heaven and hell scenario when

reincarnation could be found in the Gnostic/Pagan mysteries? Here it explains that all

souls originally came from God and are capable of returning which doesn’t make their

Jesus character anything special:

Every soul has existed from the beginning; it has therefore passed through some worlds

already, and will pass through others before it reaches the final consummation. It comes

into the world strengthened by the victories or weakened by the defeats of its previous

life. – Origen, De Pricipiis, 3.1.20-1.

Similarly, 'The Secret Book of John' says that the immortal soul will continue to

reincarnate until it is 'saved from its lack of perception, attains Gnosis, and so is

perfected', after which 'it no longer goes into another flesh'. [114]

The 'Pistis Sophia' teaches that a soul cannot be brought into the Light until, through

many lifetimes of experience, it has understood all of the Mysteries. Having progressed

on the spiritual journey during this life, however, its next incarnation will be into a

'righteous body which shall find the God of Truth and the Higher Mysteries'. [115]

Supporters of reincarnation included.

- Plato (582-507 B.C.), - Origen (185-254 A.D.),
- St. Clement of Alexandria (150-220 A.D.), - St. Gregory (257-332 A.D.),
and- St. Augustine (354-430 A.D.)...

So the early Roman Catholic Church stamped out all the evidence they could find

relating to reincarnation while posthumously condemning Gnostics/Pagans such as

Origen as heretics. The council of Nicaea 325 A.D called by Emperor Constantine and

later, the council of Constantinople 553 A.D called by Emperor Justinian were major

events in history condemning and forbidding reincarnation.
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Message 26 clearly showed that the New Testament Jesus character was taken from

earlier fictional/mythological Gnostic/Pagan ‘god men.’ All having the same

biography as Jesus, their story was a symbolic representation how anyone could walk

the spiritual pathway and obtain transformation; no longer needing to reincarnate and

return to Godhead. –This is what the Jesus story really means; it has nothing to do with

real life events. The fictional Jesus character really symbolically represents you and the

opportunity you have to transform through Gnostic/Pagan spiritual practices. –No

wonder the Gnostics/Pagans were complaining that the new Christian religion was a

watered down version of their practices...

So while covering-up and destroying the Gnostics/Pagans work on reincarnation with

threats of punishment through death and persecution if claims were made on this

subject the Roman Catholic Church then set about indoctrinating its followers with

their cunningly made up you-only-have-one-life concept: This fear-based idea of not

knowing whether you will go to heaven or hell, or when you die actually getting sent to

eternal damnation does not show a loving, accepting God. –That’s because it has

nothing to do with God, it was made up by the early Roman Catholic Church to

manipulate and control the masses. Think of how much more immediate support and

attention the church has got with this form of mind control. It’s rather like the analogy

where shops advertise the slogan ‘Hurry now while stocks last...’ In other words the

church got more followers by getting them to believe that they have only one short life

to get it right or face the terrible consequences... and remember the church claims

connections with the big man in the sky so more money in the collection plate please...

-The great reincarnation cover-up is what the Western world religions don’t want you

to know about. Even the religious education system basically doesn’t mention this.

That’s because the lords and masters that have controlled and manipulated the religion

also oversee the education system. However, having said all that, even the New

Testament alludes to reincarnation.

Take the gospel of John. We have the high priests of Jerusalem asking John the Baptist

if he was a reincarnation of Elijah (John 1 v-19). In Mark’s gospel the disciples can be

found discussing the possibility that Jesus is the reincarnation of John the Baptist, Elijah

or someone else (Mark 8 v-27).

-Did the founders of the Roman Catholic Church forget to delete this?!
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #28

Are ‘God’s SUN’ and the ‘SON of God’ the same?

-By Paul A Philips

From an earlier message (see Message#26) I showed how the New Testament Jesus

character was derived from many earlier mythological Pagan/Gnostic god men all

having the same biography; the prophesised messiah born 25th December, virgin birth,

had 12 disciples (or helpers), performs miracles, turning water into wine, causes a great

political stir, gets crucified between 2 thieves and soon after rises from the dead... etc.

Once this has been understood it could then be asked: Where did this recurring

biographical motif come from? Can the answer be found in astrology?

It was forbidden by early Christian church authorities to study astrology. That might

well have been because the authorities were afraid that anyone astute enough could

come to realise that astrology was the source from where the New Testament Jesus story

was derived, and the following is how:

All over the world the ancients were known for studying the stars and their movements.

They considered the stars to be shining gods residing in the heavenly sky. It was their

meticulous studies of the movements of planets, the sun, stars, constellations and the

moon that allowed them to predict certain events over relatively short and long periods.

Since they didn’t have a printing press or any other form of media source to document

this information in those days, how then did the ancients pass on this important

knowledge of astronomy down the generations?
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They did it by passing on their made up mythological stories based on the movements,

patterns and relationships produced by these heavenly bodies over time. The ancients

considered the sun to be the creation of an invisible god, so it was called ‘God’s sun.’

So, is the ancient’s mythological story based on the sun’s movements, patterns and

relationships with the stars the same as the New Testament Jesus biography? Put

another way, it has been said that Jesus was a work of fiction because the events in his

life were taken from ancient astrological mythology.

Here are the ‘side by side’ astrological and Bible comparisons for you to judge for

yourself whether or not the SUN (God’s sun) = the SON (Jesus, Son of God).

The virgin birth

It is by the Holy Spirit that she has conceived this child. All this happened in order to

fulfil what the Lord declared through the profit. “The virgin will conceive and bear a

son.” -Matthew 1 v23.

The idea of a virgin birth never made any sense to me, but when you view it in an

astrological context it can be seen in a totally different way. The virgin birth could have

nothing to do with conception without sex and be explained by astrological symbolism.

The astrological symbol for a Virgo is the virgin (see above) and because Jesus

symbolised the sun the evidence suggests that it really meant it was a VIRGO birth

(because Virgo = the astrological virgin), can you see?

Carrying on with the ‘side by side’ astrological SUN and biblical SON comparisons...
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The SUN/SON are both born on 25th December

The ancients said the SUN, after the shortest days of the year then gets birthed on the

25th December, because from this day on starts growing as indicated by the days

getting longer and warmer. Was this the reasons why the 25th December was chosen for

Jesus the SON’S birthday and his subsequent growing, which would therefore be

nothing more than SUN symbolism?

On similar lines John the Baptist was born in late June right after the longest days and

was beheaded because it represented the SUN on its way out...

The SUN/SON halo

The SUN has a halo and likewise so does Jesus because it could be said that they are one

of the same.

Jesus said “...I am the light of the world...” John 9:5, “They shall see the SON coming in

the clouds” Mark 13:26. – Now isn’t all this telling you unambiguously that Jesus was

the personification of the SUN?!

The SUN/SON both at the centre of the zodiac



In astrology the SUN is at the centre of the 12 signs of the

months were said to be the ’12 helpers’

its work on Earth for the year. It has therefore been said that it’s no coincidence there

were 12 disciples following the SON

zodiac.

Some more astrological significance:

at its highest at 12 noon in heaven, or 12 hours of

and gets baptised at 30 years old (360° making up the zodiac circle divided by the 12

constellations = 30). 30° therefore marks the SUN in one zodiac constellation, in this

case it is the age of Pisces.

The SUN/SON both walk on water

The SUN’s rays = The SON’s crown of th

SUN day = SON day.

-On SUNday’s, as the name suggests, people belonging to the Christian faith are

unknowingly worshipping the sun. Also, besides Sunday another word with double

meaning is the word amen spoken
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In astrology the SUN is at the centre of the 12 signs of the zodiac. The 12 zodiac signs or

’12 helpers’ because each helper assisted the SUN in doing

its work on Earth for the year. It has therefore been said that it’s no coincidence there

the SON, because the 12 disciples are the 12 signs of the

Some more astrological significance: Jesus begins his father’s work at 12 years old (SUN

at its highest at 12 noon in heaven, or 12 hours of the light). Later he starts his ministry

years old (360° making up the zodiac circle divided by the 12

constellations = 30). 30° therefore marks the SUN in one zodiac constellation, in this

walk on water

’s rays = The SON’s crown of thorns

as the name suggests, people belonging to the Christian faith are

unknowingly worshipping the sun. Also, besides Sunday another word with double

spoken by the masses during religious services. Amen

zodiac. The 12 zodiac signs or

because each helper assisted the SUN in doing

its work on Earth for the year. It has therefore been said that it’s no coincidence there

the 12 signs of the
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). Later he starts his ministry

years old (360° making up the zodiac circle divided by the 12

constellations = 30). 30° therefore marks the SUN in one zodiac constellation, in this

as the name suggests, people belonging to the Christian faith are

unknowingly worshipping the sun. Also, besides Sunday another word with double

by the masses during religious services. Amen
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originally comes from ancient Egypt and means Amen-Ra which translates as sun-rays.

Therefore, are worshippers unknowingly sending prayers to the SUN?

The SUN/SON – why male?

Why was the SUN chosen to be male? The answer lies with the ancients and their

account of human reproduction and how life came about: Knowing the male donates

while the female receives, facilitates growth and then gives life, they thought of the

SUN in the same way: Like the male’s part in reproduction they said the SUN also

donates energy while the female Mother Earth receives, facilitates growth and gives

life.

-So, using the above, that’s why we have both the SUN with its heat, light, ability to

cause rain... and the SON able to turn water into wine, you see?

The Age of Aquarius – Blatant astrological symbolism in the Bible?!

When asked by his disciples how will he return after he’s gone Jesus replies:
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“Behold, when ye are entered into the city, there shall a man meet you, bearing a

pitcher of water; follow him into the house where he entereth in.”

-Luke 22:10

- As you can see above the astrological symbol for Aquarius is a man carrying a pitcher

of water! Is Jesus simply saying that after the age of Pisces he (i.e. the sun) will return in

the Age of Aquarius? –Check out an astrological chart, yes, it is the next age.

It has been said that Jesus’ birth date is astrological timing because it is consistent with

the beginning of the age of Pisces.

Above is the astrological symbol for the age of Pisces. Many biblical mentions of fish

symbolism suggest references to the age of Pisces. For examples, there is:

“We only have 5 loaves of bread and 2 fish”

-Matthew 14:17

At Galilee Jesus befriends 2 brothers, 2 fishermen.

Ancient 2-Fish symbol and the Vesica Piscis
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The 2-fish symbol had existed for years before Jesus’ times. The symbol was the

Gnostic/Pagan symbol for the SUN’s realm during the age of Pisces. The commonly

seen today Christian fish the vesica piscis was another Gnostic/Pagan symbol. It was

considered sacred geometry and known to Archimedes (3rd century BC) to be a

powerful mathematical tool. This symbol is called piscis because as you can see (above)

the area at the centre where the circles overlap can be likened to that of a fish (Pisces).

The Papal Headdress is a “fish head” chosen to represent the age of Pisces

The SUN/SON dies then resurrects

Unlike most people today who are too busy, busy, busy to notice anything of great

significance, the ancients discovered something interesting. They found that as the sun

continued moving further south it brought on colder weather and shorter days and this

continued until the 21st of December, then the sun stopped moving. It stopped moving

for three days; the 22nd, 23rd and the 24th of December: For example, during these 3

days the early morning sun could be seen in the exact same location. Quite

understandably, the ancients may well have been greatly relieved that the sun was no

longer going further away south. However, because the sun wasn’t moving they
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concluded that it was no longer living. Then, on the 25th of December the sun starts

moving again. This time, instead of going further south it goes north, bringing warmer

weather and longer days ahead. The ancients summed this up by saying “God’s SUN

was dead for 3 days then it resurrected and moved again...” They celebrated the fact

that God’s SUN had rose again from the dead... It has been said that this is where Jesus’

crucifixion, death and resurrection came from because it’s the same pattern.

Resurrection symbolism is played out again in Easter when the SUN/SON triumphs

over darkness, the time of year when there become more hours of light than darkness in

the day.

Was the Cross taken from ancient astrology?

The SUN/SON dying on the cross is another case of the same thing.

Taking the above 2 photos into consideration the following will show how the Christian

cross was derived from ancient astrological Pagan symbolism.
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1 2

First we have the ancient sun zodiac divided into 4 quadrants to mark out the 4 seasons.

Then, as shown above the 4 quadrants also mark out the summer and winter solstices

(longest and shortest days) with the spring and autumn equinoxes (equal times of day

and night) in the year.

3 4

Then, carrying on with the progression we can now see above how the sun zodiac circle

finally got abbreviated into the form of a cross with a circle representing the SUN.
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The circled cross symbolising the SUN dying on the cross of the zodiac is one of the

oldest representations shown on many church steeples. Many different crosses such as

the Celtic cross, Maltese cross, the Egyptian cross of life and the Swastika...etc are just

variations on the same (above) astrological theme.

-To be continued in message #29...
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #29

Evidence in Support of Messages 26, 27 & 28

Debunking the debunkers

Because of the controversy, I have decided to take this opportunity to give 3 valuable

references as evidence in support of my previous messages 26, 27 and 28.

1. Joseph Atwill, author of the book "Caesar's Messiah" made a film version

"The Roman Emperor had many titles – was one of them was Jesus Christ."

Click here for this groundbreaking film http://vimeo.com/31609589

“Through interviews with experts, we learn that Jesus is not a historical figure, the

events of Jesus' life were based on a Roman military campaign, his The Bible in Greek

supposed second coming refers to a historical event that already occurred, the

teachings of Christ came from the ancient pagan mystery schools, and the Gospels were

written by a family of Caesars and their supporters who left us documents to prove it.

Dissecting the history and literature of this time, the scholars note that the history

officially provided by the Church does not hold up to rigorous scrutiny. Much like the

ancient era from which Christianity emerged, we are currently on the brink of an

immense paradigm shift. Studying this history can help us understand modern-day

politics, and give us the much-needed perspective for coming up with solutions to

today's problems, in order to create a better world.”

http://vimeo.com/31609589
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2. Dr Ian Stevenson – On reincarnation

"Reincarnation", "rebirth" or "existence of previous lives and next lives" is academically accepted by

scholars like Dr Ian Stevenson based on the reliable evidence shown in this clip.” -Quite fascinating

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbWMEWubrk0&hd=1

3. The following contains many rebuttals to the so called debunkers and also acts as an

excellent reference book for both primary and secondary sources regarding message 29

that Jesus was a sun god.

http://www.stellarhousepublishing.com/zeitgeistsourcebook.pdf

For those who flatly dismiss my last 3 messages and don’t look at these 3 sources of

evidence:

-“Condemnation without investigation is the height of ignorance.”

Albert Einstein

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbWMEWubrk0&hd=1
http://www.stellarhousepublishing.com/zeitgeistsourcebook.pdf
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The Greater Way and a New Paradigm Experience

Message #30

Are You Of Service?

-By Paul A Philips

The above rectangle represents everything the average person says in a day or a week

or a month or in year... The small blackened area represents what the average person

says that actually means something in his/her life. –Is this how you see yourself? Are

you like most people on this planet, spending endless hours in meaningless chitchat,

nah, nah, nah’ing day in day out, never really talking about life or questioning

anything..? Watching endless hours of television garbage... soap operas are

dramatisations of characters going nowhere in their lives deliberately created in the

hope that you’ll become just like them. Are you like most people on this planet, never

really doing things that spell growth for yourself or others... Remember what Einstein

said at the beginning of these messages: ‘A life lived for others is a life worth living’

The point is if you have read my other messages then you’ll know that this is my way of

reaching out to you. To get you into action and do something about this sinking ship

called planet Earth with its inhabitants. Most people have no idea about the awful

plans the hidden powers that be have for the human race with their secret

dehumanisation program intended for you, your children and their children to be. This

is your clarion call to action to do something about it. Indeed, it’s a ‘do or die’ situation
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and to reiterate what I’ve been saying in previous messages, there are 3 things needed

to be done.

1. Spread the word

Shine a light on the criminal cabal and expose the deception and their heinous crimes.

Let your friends and family know... Let the world know what’s going on and encourage

others to spread the word just like you.

2. Do your inner work

The world ‘out there’ is only a mirror reflection of what’s going on with us ‘in there’. In

other words, by changing our inner world through our thoughts, intentions, the power of

manifestation, meditation, prayer... we can create synergistically an outcome where

there will be love, peace and light in the world and the criminal cabal will no longer

have an effect.

3. Chose

This one simply means a way of going about the above 2 things. Chose love over fear,

calmness instead anger, peace not war, communication over silence and freedom over

tyranny...

-The choice is up to you.
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Don’t underestimate yourself. Insignificance is an illusion. You are more than just a 5

sense meat-and-wires body: There are higher multidimensional levels of reality and

you as a conscious being operates on these levels. You can make a difference to the

world. Are you of service?

-To be continued...in future messages.


